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Abstract
In recent years costs for sequencing human DNA have dropped drastically. This fact has
allowed a fast development of several projects around the world that are generating large
amounts of DNA sequencing data. This deluge of data has caused the problem of limited
storage space that researchers are trying to solve through compression techniques for DNA
sequencing files.
In this work we address the compression of SAM files which is the standard output file
for DNA alignment. We specifically studied lossy compression techniques used for quality
values reported in the SAM file and we analysed the impact of such lossy techniques in the
CRAM format. We present a series of experiments using a data set corresponding to individual
NA12878 with three different fold coverages. For these data sets we applied lossy techniques:
QVZ [1], LEON [2], Illumina binning [3], and we also introduced a new lossy model, dynamic
binning technique. We analysed the compression ratio when using CRAM format and we also
studied the impact of all these lossy techniques in the SNP calling process. Our results show
that lossy techniques allow a better CRAM compression ratio. We also show that SNP calling
performance is not negatively affected. Moreover we confirmed that this process can even
boost the SNP calling performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years the sequencing of human DNA has become a notable field of research from
many different areas such as genetics, biology, chemistry, computer science, bioinformatics,
etc. The importance that this topic has achieved is due to the broad impact that it has directly
on humanity. The influence that it is having on humans goes from understanding DNA, and
therefore life and evolution, to health care. In particular, DNA sequencing is being largely
used for understanding genetic diseases and their prevention. It also allows the design of
specific drugs for specific groups of patients based on their genetic profiles.
In the last twenty years the costs of sequencing human DNA was a barrier for researchers,
but since 2015 it became possible to sequence a complete human genome for $1000 [7]. This
huge advance in the field implies a large amount of data being generated every day from many
big projects around the world such as the 1000 Genomes Project.
It is expected that by the year 2025 [6] two billion human genomes will be sequenced. In
general this deluge of data represents a huge challenge from the storage space point of view.
Researchers have studied several compression techniques for next-generation output data in an
effort to face this problem. The studied approaches for compression of these files vary from
general text compression techniques to some more specialized models where the particular
properties of DNA strands make the compression more efficient (for example, DNA strands
have repetitive content given that the alphabet consists of only 4 letters — A, C, T and G).
Nevertheless, there is also much more information reported in the output files than just the
DNA sequence (see Section 3.4.1) which makes the compression even more challenging.
Our main target for the study is the quality values reported in FASTQ files, the standard
format for storing the output of high-throughput sequencing instruments, as well as SAM (Se-
quence Alignment/Map format) files, the standard format for storing read alignments against
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reference sequences. These quality values report a score per-base associated with the nu-
cleotide sequence and can be understood as the probability of an error in the base calling. The
alphabet used for these quality scores consists of approximately 40 characters, which repre-
sents another barrier for achieving better compression. See Section 3.5 for further information
on quality values.
Recently, new lossy models of compression for quality values have been studied [8], [2],
[9], [1], [10]. We focus our work in analysing three of them: [2], [1] and [3]. We will also
suggest new ideas for adjusting the quality scores, (Section 4.6).
The analysis we will perform is related to the random access CRAM format, see Section
3.4.4. The CRAM format is a new format designed by the European Bioinformatics Insti-
tute that compresses SAM/BAM files and achieves 40-50% space saving over the alternative
BAM format. The objective of this format is to replace the BAM format and become the stan-
dard compression model for sequencing data. We will study the impact of the lossy models
mentioned above in this CRAM compression format.
When using lossy compression techniques it is expected that the loss of information
should be measured, and the effect of this loss on subsequent tasks performed with the com-
pressed data should be also analysed. With the intention of analysing the possible loss of
information when adjusting the quality scores, we study the effect that these adjustments will
have on the SNP calling performance, which is the process of finding single nucleotide vari-
ants in sequencing data. Some recent results [11] suggest that SNP calling performance is not
negatively affected, and it can even be boosted when adjusting the quality scores.
1.1 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we present the background required to un-
derstand this work. Chapter 3 intends to summarize the state of the art related to compression
of next-generation output data. Chapter 4 explains all the methodology for the experimen-
tal process. Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 contain the results and the discussion for
experiments performed with 5x, 6x and 50x fold coverage data sets, respectively. Chapter 8
concludes this study, and suggests some possible ideas to continue exploring compression of
quality values.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we introduce the basic biological concepts required to understand this work.
Secondly, we introduce DNA sequencing, its history and the main technologies used for this
purpose. Next, we summarize the most important projects related to human genome sequenc-
ing around the world and its importance for humanity.
2.1 Basic Biological Concepts
Bioinformatics, according to the Oxford English Dictionary [12], consists of conceptualising
biology in terms of molecules and applying informatics techniques to understand and organise
the information with these molecules, on a large scale. In other words, this area is about ap-
plying knowledge from areas such as applied mathematics, computer science and statistics to
analyse physical chemistry of molecules. The recent deluge of biological data, and the prob-
lem it represents [13], has made bioinformatics an essential tool for many related applications.
In this work we address one of these applications.
2.1.1 Genetics and DNA
Genetics is considered a field of biology for which the principal targets of study are genes. The
objective of this area is to understand biological heredity and genetic variation in living organ-
isms. The origin of this science dates back to 1865 when Johann Gregor Mendel (1822-1884)
published his results about fundamental laws of inheritance that he discovered by working
on pea plants for about eight years. The experiments that Mendel performed pointed to the
existence of one of the most important biological elements that nowadays we know as genes.
Around the same time Friedrich Miescher in 1869 at the University of Tu¨bingen was the
first to isolate a substance that he called nuclein and that one hundred years after would be
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known as DNA. It was in 1953 when James Watson and Francis Crick at the University of
Cambridge, based on so many other results and research, discovered and proposed the double
helix model of DNA structure. They published their results in the journal Nature [14], [15],
and because of this discovery they were awarded the Nobel prize.
After years of research, now we know that DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is a double
helix molecule that contains most of the genetic information that makes each individual from
each species unique. This structure enables DNA to carry biological information from one
generation to the next and it is considered as the blueprint for each living thing. Most DNA is
located in the cell nucleus and it is called nuclear DNA. Also, a small portion of DNA can be
found in the mitochondria and it is known as mitochondrial DNA or mtDNA. All organisms,
in sexual reproduction, inherit half of their nuclear DNA from the male parent and the other
half from the female parent. However mitochondrial DNA is inherited in all organisms from
the female progenitor.
The two-stranded shape of DNA chemical structure allows biological instructions to be
passed along with great precision. Each strand is made up of building blocks known as nu-
cleotides and each nucleotide has three parts: a phosphate group, a sugar group and one of four
different types of nitrogen bases. The four possible chemical bases are adenine (A), guanine
(G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T). The way these bases are ordered dictates the biological
instruction contained in the DNA. Another particular property of these bases is that they pair
up with each other, A with T and C with G, to form units called base pairs (see Fig 2.1). This
property becomes relevant when DNA copies itself during cell division. In this process the
double strand structure is split so each one of the strands can be used as template for the pro-
duction of the opposite strand. As a result two new double structures are created by pairing up
the corresponding bases.
The human genome is built of about 3.2 billion bases considering only one set of chromo-
somes. Between each individual, no matter what race, less than 1% of the DNA is different.
Research has shown that among these variations of DNA we can find diseases and changes in
the cell functions. This is why understanding the human genome is of vital importance.
2.1.2 Genes, Chromosomes and Proteins
The definition of gene can be complicated. We simplify the concept by considering a gene as a
specific region of DNA that contains instructions usually on how to produce molecules called
proteins or for a particular function. A gene is also known as “the functional unit of heredity”
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Figure 2.1: DNA 3D structure. (a) DNA double helix structure. (b) Base pairs formed by A-T and
C-G [4]
as per the Oxford English Dictionary [16].
Recent research sets the number of human genes between 20,000 and 25,000 [17] and
gene size can vary from a few hundred to more than 2 million bases. Each gene consists of
three types of nucleotide sequence (see Fig 2.2):
• Coding regions, called exons, which specify a sequence of amino acids.
• Non-coding regions, called introns, which do not specify amino acids.
• Regulatory sequences, which play a role in determining when and where the protein is
made as well as how much of the protein is produced.
In human DNA there are always two copies of each gene, one inherited from the mother
and the other one from the father. The different forms of the same gene can have differences
in their sequence of DNA; these forms are called alleles. The small differences in people’s
DNA are what make each person unique in the sense of physical features, although most of
the genes are the same in all people.
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Figure 2.2: Gene structure, [5]
A long set of nucleotides form genes, and groups of genes are packaged tightly to form
important structures in life called chromosomes. These structures and their DNA are copied as
part of the cell cycle and they are passed to daughter cells as part of the process called mitosis
and meiosis. Human beings have 23 pairs of chromosomes; 22 pairs of autosomes, which
means they look the same in males and females, and one sex pair which differ between males
and females.
The process in which genes determine the behaviour of the cell is complex and is con-
trolled within each cell. This task consists mainly of two steps called transcription and trans-
lation and is also known as gene expression. This bring us to another important concept,
proteins. When a gene is expressed it generates a copy of itself in the form of messenger RNA
and then is translated to generate a protein, which is a molecule consisting of long chains of
amino acids. Protein structure dictates where it will act and what it will do.
2.2 DNA Sequencing
DNA sequencing is the process in which the precise order of nucleotide bases, adenine, gua-
nine, cytosine, and thymine within a DNA molecule, is determined. The importance of this
process lies in the fact that the order of the nucleotides determines the instructions for the
hereditary properties of life, as well as the biochemical properties. Nowadays knowledge
of DNA sequences is indispensable for basic biological research, diagnostics, biotechnology,
forensic biology and many other applications.
The first time researchers sequenced DNA molecules was in 1970, by using a series
of complicated and time consuming methods. Since then, DNA sequencing methods have
evolved and became easier and faster. In 1977 Frederick Sanger introduced the dideoxy se-
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quencing method [18], which nowadays is known as Sanger sequencing and until approxi-
mately 2005, before the emergence of next-generation sequencing technologies, it was the
most used method of DNA sequencing. The Sanger method was the choice of technology to
produce the first human genome in 2001. Of course, the time and costs were huge, but the
progress in science that this represented was huge as well.
2.2.1 Next-Generation Sequencing
The term next-generation sequencing (NGS) is used to describe a set of modern sequencing
technologies such as Illumina (Solexa), Roche 454, Ion Torrent, Oxford Nanopore and others.
As a result of these new technologies, DNA sequencing is done more cheaply and quickly
than the previous Sanger sequencing technology. Next-generation sequencing is also known
as high-throughput sequencing and it has revolutionised the study of genomics and molecular
biology. NGS is mainly characterized by its improved speed, reduced manpower and reduced
cost. All these properties are gained because all these methods are massively parallel, which
means that the number of sequence reads for a single experiment is greater than for the experi-
ment based on Sanger sequencers. All these DNA sequencing technologies share the property
that they cannot read whole genomes in one step. Instead, these machines read small pieces,
varying in size from 30 bases to even 30000 bases. These small sequences are called reads.
2.2.1.1 Illumina (Solexa)
What nowadays we know as Illumina sequencing technologies [19] started in the mid-1990s in
the Chemistry Department of Cambridge University with experiments from scientists Shankar
Balasubramanian and David Klenerman. The Illumina next-generation sequencing approach
differs from the classic Sanger chain-termination method. With these instruments the sequenc-
ing is done by synthesis (SBS) technology, tracking the addition of labeled nucleotides as the
DNA chain is copied, in a massively parallel fashion. The amount of data that Illumina se-
quencing systems can deliver went from 300 kilobases up to one terabase in only a single run,
depending on the configuration and instrument used.
As part of the Illumina technologies, there is the most powerful sequencing platform
ever created, HiSeq X System, which was released in 2015. The system made it possible to
sequence the human genome for only $1000, and is capable of delivering 18,000 of these per
year. This sequencing solution is the world’s first to break the thousand dollar human genome
barrier.
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2.2.1.2 Ion Torrent
This sequencing technology [20] is based on the detection of hydrogen ions that are released
during polymerization of DNA. When a nucleotide is incorporated into a DNA strand by a
polymerase, a hydrogen ion is released, so if there are two identical bases on the DNA strand
the voltage will be double, and the chip will record two identical bases. This detection can
be done directly so each nucleotide incorporation is recorded in seconds, because there is
no scanning, no cameras and no light like other methods. These technologies were released
for the first time in 2010 and up to now they have kept improving, marketing their machines
as a rapid, compact and economical sequencer that can be afforded by a large number of
laboratories all around the world.
2.2.1.3 Nanopore Technologies
DNA sequencing which works with nanopore-based technology is considered as part of fourth-
generation DNA sequencing technologies. It has been under development since 1995 but it
was not until February of 2012 that Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) released prelimi-
nary experimental results from GridION system [21] using this technology.
A nanopore is a tiny hole with internal diameter at the order of 1 nanometer. In this
type of technology the idea is to pass DNA molecules through the nanopore. The scale of the
nanopore forces the DNA to pass as a long string, one base at the time. Depending on which
base is blocking the nanopore, A, C, T or G, the amount of current needed is different.
2.2.2 DNA Assembly
Given the fact that DNA sequencing machines cannot read the whole genome, the output of
this technology is a large set of reads, which are small sub-sequences. The process in which
this large set of reads is organized and put back together to re-build the genome is called DNA
assembly. This process has represented a big challenge because of the large amount of data
that needs to be processed. There are two main methods of DNA assembly. The first one is
reference alignment consisting of the alignment of all reads against one reference genome.
The second one is called de novo assembly, which does not need a reference genome, making
use of the overlaps information contained in the read themselves.
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2.3 Human Genome Project
After DNA sequencing became widespread since 1977, the idea of large-scale sequencing
started to be discussed by human geneticists. It took years for the idea to become an action
plan, but finally in 1990 the Human Genome Project (HGP) was announced. The main goal
of this project was to complete mapping and understanding of all genes in human beings. The
time for doing this was expected to be 15 years.
This project stands as the world’s largest collaborative biological project. At the start it
was funded by the Department of Energy and US National Institutes of Health, and later in the
UK from the Medical Research Council and Wellcome Trust which helped to run this project
on a huge scale, with sequencing centres in France, Germany, China and Japan also joining
the big project. The large collaboration around the world made it possible to finish two years
before expected. In April 2003, the Human Genome Project was declared complete [22].
The final sequence released by HGP of about 3 billion DNA bases, for the haploid
genome, covers about 99% of the human genome for regions that contain genes and it was
sequenced to an accuracy of 99.99 percent, which helps to understand better the organization
and structure of genes. Besides the human genome, this project included the sequencing of
the mouse genome, and the identification of more than 3 million human genetic variations.
All sequenced data generated by HGP is available in public databases for all scientists around
the world, a fact that has led to an outstanding advance in health science discoveries. The
complete human genome sequence started a series of more in-depth comparative studies and
generated a large amount of raw data that required specific computing infrastructures, soft-
ware implementation and biological data analysis, problems that bioinformatics is trying to
solve.
2.3.1 The 1000 Genomes Project
The 1000 Genomes Project was a joint effort among several research groups from the US,
UK, China and Germany to produce a catalogue of human genetic variations. This project ran
from 2007 to 2015 and its principal goal was to find most genetic variations with frequencies
of at least 1% in the populations studied. The large catalogue created has allowed medical
researchers to find genetic differences that contribute to rare and common diseases. Locating
and analysing these genetic variations leads to discovery of new diagnostic tests and in some
cases treatments. The whole project was divided into three phases and respective publications
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were made public for research purposes: Pilot Analysis [23], Phase 2 Analysis [24] and Phase
3 Analysis [25], [26]. The final version released by the project contains low coverage and
exome sequence data for 2,504 individuals from 26 different populations and data for 24 in-
dividuals that were sequenced to high coverage for validation purposes. As part of the 1000
Genomes Project the Data Coordination Center (DCC) was set up to manage project-specific
data flow, to ensure archival sequence data and to manage community access. This repre-
sented a fundamental challenge for bioinformatics considering that as of March 2012 there
were more than 260 terabytes of raw data [27].
2.3.2 Platinum Genomes Project
The Platinum Genomes Project is a data set publicly available released by Illumina performed
on Illumina HiSeq systems [28]. It has data from the 17 member CEPH pedigree 1463 that
was sequenced to 50x depth and one trio sequenced to 200x depth. This project also made
public a set of high-confidence variant calls for NA12877 and NA12878 members by taking
into account the inheritance constraints in the pedigree and the concordance of variant calls
across different methods.
2.4 Genome Analysis
DNA variations are linked to genetic disorders, so they are the target of health researchers.
Nowadays, with all of the data obtained from sequencing technologies they are making consid-
erable advances and allowing the discovery of treatments and in some cases cures for genetic
diseases.
2.4.1 Mutations and Polymorphisms
Mutation is the natural process in which the DNA sequence is changed. More regularly only
a single base, A, T, G, C, is substituted for another, but also sometimes a base can be deleted
or an extra base can be added. However the cell is able to naturally repair most of these
changes and also not all mutations are responsible for something bad or dangerous for the
living organism.
Genetic differences that occur in more than 1 percent of the population are called poly-
morphisms, and these changes in DNA are common enough to be considered normal variation.
Normally these kinds of polymorphisms are the cause for common differences between people
such as blood type, complexion, skin color and eye color.
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Although many polymorphisms in human genomes are not related to a person’s health,
some of these variations may influence the risk of developing certain disorders as well as
genetic diseases such as cancer among others. What happens is that if a mutation occurs in a
functional part of DNA, which is called the coding area, it may prevent one or more proteins
from working properly causing the genetic disorder.
2.4.2 Variant Calling
Variant calling is known as a set of processes for finding variations in data from next-
generation sequencing technologies. These computational methods are based on known pop-
ulation single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). The large amount of data today is making
these techniques more challenging and a wide variety of algorithms have been specifically
designed.
For understanding how the variant calling algorithms work, first we have to remember
how the main NGS technologies work (Section 2.2.1). They generally do sequencing by
synthesis. The synthesis process is captured in a series of fluoresce images and base-calling
algorithms infer the actual nucleotide information. Then they assign a measure of uncertainty
or quality score to each base call. Of course base-calling procedures vary depending on the
sequencing system. Once having the base-calling and its respective quality score, the process
of obtaining a set of genotypes— DNA sequences which determines a specific characteristic
(phenotype)— for each individual in a sample is divided into two steps: SNP calling and
genotype calling.
SNP calling or variant calling is part of the process that determines where polymorphisms
exist or where there is a difference from a reference sequence in at least one of the bases.
Genotype calling consists of determining the genotype for each individual which is highly
related to the position of a SNP or a variant that has already been called.
Normally the SNP calling process will consist of a series of steps which includes filtering
before and after, but the main algorithm is usually a statistical model or some heuristics to
predict the likelihood of variation at each locus, based on the quality scores and counts of the
aligned reads at that locus.
Chapter 3
Literature Review of Compression for
Sequencing Data
In this chapter we introduce the problem of Big Data related to next-generation sequencing
data. We also present an overview of general and particular compression techniques for se-
quencing data that already exist. We introduce the quality values, which are the main focus of
our research. We summarize the state of the art of lossy compression techniques for quality
values and we provide a brief discussion about it.
3.1 Big Data in Genomics
Next-generation sequencing technologies and their continuous improvements have revolution-
ized several areas in biology and health sciences by reducing the time and cost required for
sequencing. As of 2015 [7] the cost of sequencing the human genome has been reduced to
$1000. This fact has led to the generation of a large amount of data, as a typical data file varies
from tens to hundreds of gigabytes of disk space. And although, so far, the main successful
focus has been investing in data generation [13], the final goal of all this sequencing develop-
ment is to be able to analyse and understand DNA, which means that a collateral challenge is
not only the storage but the distribution and data analysis as well. For example, the raw data
obtained by the 1000 Genomes Project (Section 2.3.1) after six months of activity exceeded
the sequence data in NCBI Genbank database accumulated in the preceding 21 years [13].
Big Data in genomics has been compared with three of the largest generators of Big Data:
astronomy, YouTube, and Twitter [6], which makes evident the huge challenge that scientists
are facing with this issue. For a wider perspective refer to Figure 3.1.
According to the analysis in [6], projecting for the year 2025 they estimate there will be at
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Figure 3.1: Growth of DNA sequencing [6]
least 2.5 million plant and animal genome sequences, as the result of massive projects around
the world [29], [30]. Also, for the same year, they estimate between 1 billion and as many as
2 billion human genomes. Translating all this to disk space, they have determined that until
today, even only considering 20 of the largest institutions, the storage required is more than
100 petabytes and they predict that just for human genomes the storage capacity that will be
needed in 2025 is as much as 2-40 exabytes.
Considering the challenge of storing such large amounts of data, it is natural to think
about data compression. Within the next pages the objective is to show how the Big Data
problem in genomics has been tackled, the different techniques that have been used, and all
the possibles approaches that still need further research and experiments.
3.2 General Data Compression
In general data compression refers to the set of different techniques for handling huge data
of any kind by reducing the space needed to store this data and speed up the data circulation.
Strictly speaking, a compression algorithm takes an input X and generates a representation Xc
that requires fewer bits. There is also the inverse process, which operates on the compressed
representation Xc to generate the reconstruction, Y [31]. Depending on the reconstruction Y ,
data compression schemes can be either a lossless compression technique if Y is identical to
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X or lossy compression technique if Y is only an approximation for X ; the latter implies that
the original data cannot be recovered exactly.
3.2.1 Measures of Performance
Evaluation of compression algorithms can be done from many different approaches; it can
be evaluated by the relative complexity, the memory required by the algorithm implementa-
tion, the speed given by how fast the algorithm performs on a given machine, the amount of
compression and how closely the reconstruction resembles the original data.
For measuring the amount of compression the most common technique is called com-
pression ratio which is simply the ratio of the number of bits required to represent the original
data over the number of bits required to represent the data after compression.
In lossy compression, the reconstruction differs from the original data. This difference
is called distortion. The measure of this distortion is an indicator of the algorithm efficiency.
There are many distortion metrics (refer to [31] for more details).
Nowadays data compression is present in almost every application, and is used for text,
images, sounds and video. Below we present a broad overview of the most commonly used
techniques.
Huffman Coding
Huffman coding is a lossless compression data technique based on Huffman codes developed
in 1952 [32], which are a specific type of prefix code.
This algorithm assigns binary codes to symbols of a given alphabet in such a way that the
overall number of bits used to encode a typical string formed with those symbols is optimally
minimized.
Lempel-Ziv
The Lempel-Ziv algorithm was published for the first time in 1977 [33]. After that, the authors
published several variations, all based on the main idea of a sliding window during compres-
sion. As result of this algorithm the transmission of the data consists of a set of addresses and
the length of the copied segment.
Burrows-Wheeler Transform
Burrows-Wheeler’s Transform [34] is a lossless data compression algorithm, mainly based on
block sorting of the input. For each block in the input data, this algorithm applies a reversible
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transformation, which reorders the data. The idea for reordering is to group characters to-
gether. Although the transformation itself does not compress the data, standard compression
algorithms can be applied with much more efficient results to the reordered data. The men-
tioned efficiency is given because, after the transformation, the probability of finding two
instances of the same character close to each other has been substantially increased and this
specific property is exploited by a combination of other common algorithms such as move-to-
front, Huffman and arithmetic coding.
Arithmetic Coding
The arithmetic coding algorithm for data compression was popularized in 1987 [35] and can
be used in lossless and lossy compression models.
The important process of this algorithm consists of the conversion of input data consisting of
a set of symbols into a floating-point number in the interval [0,1). The conversion relies on a
model to characterize each symbol during the time of processing.
Golomb Coding
In 1960 Solomon W. Golomb [36] invented the data compression codes used for lossless
data compression. This algorithm is based on a model of the probability of the values: one
natural number is assigned to each value according to its probability, with small values more
likely than big ones. One important parameter for the code is the divisor which captures the
relationship between size and probability.
3.3 Sequencing Data Compression
Compression of DNA sequencing data started even before the big data revolution that whole
human genome sequencing and NGS technologies brought in latter years. The first approaches
for sequencing data were based on text compression techniques which were adapted to exploit
obvious properties of DNA sequences such as the 4-letter alphabet, regularities and presence
of palindromes [37]. All these previous techniques were characterized by using a combina-
tion of two different methods: firstly, substitutional or dictionary based, where most repetitive
sub-sequences are identified and encoded with a representation of smaller size, and secondly,
statistical based methods, in which a prediction model is established which assigns probabili-
ties to each base based on the data and then uses an encoding scheme that will perform more
efficiently based on the probability distribution.
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Among the most relevant within this path of research we have XM [38] which trains a
second-order Markov model on the full data and uses arithmetic encoding[35] relying on the
calculated probabilities, CTW-LZ [39] which uses the context tree weighting prediction model
and Lempel-Ziv [33] algorithms for compression. BioCompress [40] and BioCompress2 [41]
use both Lempel-Ziv and arithmetic encoding, and there are others following the same idea
such as GenCompress, [42] DNACompress [43] and GeNML [44].
3.4 Next-Generation Sequencing Data Compression
With all the advances from NGS technologies new challenges also emerged for compression
of its output data because these technologies, along with the sequence or read itself, also
report additional metadata needed for downstream DNA analysis. This metadata includes a
larger alphabet than the 4-letter alphabet, the one that had been considered for sequencing
data compression until that time. Therefore new research and techniques for sequencing data
were necessary. We will give an overview of the research that has been developed. First we
introduce the data formats which are the target for compression in all these problems.
3.4.1 Data formats
3.4.1.1 Sequence Alignment/Map format (SAM)
The Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) [45] format is a generic alignment format for storing
read alignments against reference sequences. It has been developed with the main purpose of
allowing DNA analysis and the exchange of information from various sequencing platforms.
This format consists of an optional header and then each line represents the linear alignment
of one read. Each line has 11 mandatory fields described in Table 3.1. For an example of this
file see Figure 3.2. There is also BAM format which is the binary version of a SAM file and is
designed to compress reasonably well. These two formats are nowadays the industry standards
for reporting alignment/mapping information. Also all the important tools for analysis of
high-throughput sequencing data require these formats as the input. Examples of these tools
are GATK [46], Samtools [47] and FreeBayes [48].
3.4.1.2 FASTQ Format
FASTQ format [49] was originally developed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and it has
become the standard format for storing the output of high-throughput sequencing instruments.
This format is used to store the nucleotides sequence and its corresponding quality scores,
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Col Field Type Regexp/Range Brief description
1 QNAME String [!-?A- ˜] {1,254} Query template NAME
2 FLAG Int [0,216−1] bitwise FLAG
3 RNAME String \*|[!-()+-¡¿- ˜][!- ˜] * Reference sequence NAME
4 POS Int [0,231−1] 1-based leftmost mapping POSition
5 MAPQ Int [0,28−1] MAPping Quality
6 CIGAR String \* |([0-9]+[MIDNSHPX=])+ CIGAR string
7 RNEXT String \*|=—[!-()+-¡¿- ˜][!- ˜] * Ref. name of the mate/next read
8 PNEXT Int [0,231−1] Position of the mate/next read
9 TLEN Int [-231+1,231−1 ] observed Template LENgth
10 SEQ String \*|[A-Za-z=.]+] segment SEQuence
11 QUAL String [!-\]+ ASCII of Phred-scaled base QUALity+33
Table 3.1: SAM format mandatory fields
Figure 3.2: Partial Sam file
each of them encoded with a single ASCII character. Each line in the file uses four lines per
sequence, containing the read id (always starts with ’@’), the sequence, an optional description
or default ’+’ sign and a last line for the quality values. See Fig 3.3 for a better idea of how a
FASTQ file looks.
3.4.2 Reference-based Compression
Considering that DNA strings contain only four possible letters, A, C, G and T, it is expected
that there are many repetitions between the sequences, and this property has been broadly ex-
ploited for compression techniques of DNA sequencing. The methods grouped as reference-
based follow two essential steps. First they choose a reference sequence and then only encode
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Figure 3.3: Partial Fastq file
the differences between the sequence to be compressed and the reference. For a good perfor-
mance of this method the choice of the reference sequence is important. There are some cases
in which instead of one reference a set of possible references is allowed [50], [51], [52]. As
another example, in [53] the genome is divided into blocks and for each position the longest
matching block is compressed. Also, in [54], only differences between similar or overlapping
reads are encoded. Also, Deorowicz and Grabowski [52] propose a technique which has a
reference genome in addition to other short sequences taken from the data to be compressed.
There are other approaches focused only on output of NGS technologies, namely SAM and
FASTQ formats. For FASTQ format there is Fastqz [55] which encodes the DNA alphabet
and uses Lempel-Ziv encoding for matched and mismatched positions against a reference.
Gencompress [56], also reference-based, calculates statistics on the mismatches and performs
the encoding based on these statistics. For SAM format mzip [57] uses Huffman coding for
compressing only position and read length; Samcomp [55] and NGC [58], SlimGene [59] and
Quip [60] are also in this category.
3.4.3 Reference-free Read Compression
De novo or reference-free compression is performed without an external reference genome.
Instead, this kind of method exploits similarities between reads themselves [55], [61], [62],
[63], [64], [65]. Most commonly this technique will use a context-model to predict the bases
and then use an arithmetic encoder or they will re-order reads to maximize similarities for
consecutive reads allowing a better compression with standard methods. FQZCOMP [55]
and DSRC [62] are examples of the context-model compressors; PATHENC [66] is also of
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this type complemented with arithmetic encoding. According to [2] read re-ordering methods
are the ones that achieve a better compression ratio. Compressors of this type are BEETL
[64] which uses Burrows-Wheeler transform, ORCOM [63], MINCE [65] and more recently,
LEON [2], which proposes a method based on a probabilistic de Bruijn graph stored in a
Bloom filter [67].
3.4.4 Random Access and CRAM Format
Although compression is mainly focused on solving the problem of storage and distribution
of Big Data, it is also possible to make more practical the step of analysing the data, by
applying particular compression techniques for specific files. This type of compression allows
us to access part of the file, from its compressed version, without going through the entire
decompression process. For achieving random access compression generally the input is split
into blocks and even different compression algorithms can be applied to different blocks within
the same file.
Today, BAM format[45] is the standard compression model with random access property
achieving compressions of 50-80% of their original SAM file and allowing an accessible and
practical analysis of sequencing data using the compressed file. Although it is a huge success
and it is supported by most sequencing data analysis tools, the compression ratio achieved
is not sustainable in the long run as sequencing data is growing at a big rate. Because of
this, researchers have explored new options, and as one of the best results CRAM framework
technology has been developed. CRAM [68], based on the work of Fritz et al. [57], is a
new format designed by the European Bioinformatics Institute that compresses SAM/BAM
files and achieves 40-50% space saving over the alternative BAM format. The objective of
this format is to replace the BAM format and become the standard compression model for
sequencing data. In recent years it has gained huge popularity in the area and its popularity
is expected to grow even more. By now it is supported for the main tools for analysis of
sequencing data and also big initiatives such as the 1000 genomes project have their data
available for public use stored in this format.
3.5 Quality Values
The base calling process performed for NGS technologies to determine the bases of a DNA
string is prone to a different type of error. In order to report the probability of base calling
mistakes, sequencers generate a quality score for each nucleotide in the read.
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A quality score indicates the level of confidence of a particular read base and is repre-
sented as the probability of the base being correctly determined during sequencing. The higher
the score, the lower the probability that the base at that position has been incorrectly called. It
is generally computed using Phred score [69] which is the number Q=−10log10P, where P
is the estimated probability of the corresponding nucleotide being incorrect, calculated by spe-
cific software running in the sequencing machine. Usually the quality values are represented
in a file with a printable ASCII alphabet [33:73] or [64:104], with each value corresponding
to Q+33 or Q+64, respectively. The importance of maintaining quality scores as part of the
data relies on the fact that they are directly used in next-generation sequencing analysis, such
as Single Nucleotide Polymorphism(SNP) detection [70]. Quality scores comprise a signif-
icant percentage of sequencing data and they became a bottle neck for compression because
the alphabet required to represent all quality values is larger —about 40 characters— than
the one required for the read sequence. Therefore compression algorithms designed for the
sequence itself will not perform quite as well when applied to quality values. For this purpose,
specific algorithms must be provided taking into account particular properties and information
that quality scores have themselves.
3.6 Lossy compression for sequencing data
As we mentioned before, there are lossless and lossy techniques for data compression. Nev-
ertheless lossy techniques are not allowed for DNA sequences due to the fact that losing or
changing one single nucleotide represents a big impact on the possible encoded protein. How-
ever researchers have applied this technique not to the DNA sequence itself but to the quality
values reported for each base, which represents almost half of the total data in the output file.
There are in the literature several techniques trying to solve the problem of quality values
compression by using lossy techniques [8],[2],[9], [1],[10].
When lossy compression techniques are applied to any type of data, the natural path to
follow is to measure the loss of data and in good cases the missed data should not affect or
mislead any other possible output derived from the compressed data. Any lossy technique in
this field should show that downstream analysis, SNP calling, is not affected. A good starting
point for this type of analysis is [10], which suggests that quality values data is noisy data, and
which presents an analysis where losing precision in quality score was actually beneficial for
SNP calling.
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Quality Score Bins Mapped Quality score
N(no call) N(no call)
2-9 6
10-19 15
20-24 22
25-29 27
30-34 33
35-39 37
≥ 40 40
Table 3.2: Q-score Bins for an Optimized 8-level mapping
Ca´novas et al. [8] proposed a lossy technique where the quality values were separated
into blocks of variable size, each block with only one representative value which depends on
the distortion measure selected for the user from a set of possible measures. Concurrently,
Illumina [3] suggested what today is known as illumina binning, in which the resolution of
quality scores was reduced by employing a quality scoring scheme with only eight levels of
quality or less. Their complete binning is presented in Table 3.2.
The same year, Ochoa et al. [10] presented QualComp, a lossy compressor for quality
scores based on rate distortion. In this framework the user is allowed to specify the number
of bits per quality score prior to compression. This compressor works with FASTQ files and
performs in clustering model.
More recently, researchers from Stanford University published a new approach, Quality
Values Zip QVZ [1], based on the same ideas as [10]. In this work the quality score sequence is
modelled as a Markov chain of order one. Then empirical transition probabilities are computed
from the data, a collection of Lloyd-Max quantizers are constructed (one for each possible base
in each position) and finally an arithmetic encoder is run over the result.
Benoit et al. [2] proposed a reference-free compression model for sequencing data; they
present the model for reads compression and they use the same construction for implementa-
tion of lossy compression for quality values. Their process consists of building a de Bruijn
Graph of the most recurrent k-mers in the sequences, with each read encoded as a path in this
graph. For quality score compression, they truncate all quality values above a given threshold.
Also all positions covered by at least a certain number of recurrent k-mers are replaced by one
representative value, with this number computed based on the quality value so that the lower
the quality the higher the number of covering k-mers is required.
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3.7 Comparison and Discussion
Lossy compression techniques for quality values is a very recently explored area, with the
first ideas presented in 2011. During our research on the state of the art of quality values
compression we realized that the main ideas have evolved so that nowadays they are used in
more new discoveries. We have analyzed results mainly from the most recent research [2],
[1], [10], as we consider it contains also previous research and the comparison they presented
suggests more worthy results to consider when it comes to studying this topic.
When comparing two or more lossy compression techniques, there is not a general rule
about how to proceed. There are many factors involved in the result and there is always a
trade off between compression ratio and any other measure, that can be distortion rate, impact
on downstream analysis, speed or memory requirements. For measuring distortion rate many
different metrics are used as can be appreciated in [8], [1] and [10]. For rating impact on
downstream analysis —SNP calling— the scores are normally presented using F-score which
considers both precision and recall measures. This measures are defined in Section 4.5.
Qualcomp [10] focusses its comparisons and performance measurement on rate distortion
metric, specifically working with mean square error. Qualcomp compression allows the user to
specify the number of bits per quality score, so they present the relationship between number
of bits per quality score and mean square error.
For downstream analysis they study SNP calling but we note that they consider as ground
truth the data resulting from variant calling performed with the original quality values. They
also accept that the running time for their algorithm is longer than the ones they are comparing
against[61], [55]. Nevertheless they achieve better compression ratio minimizing mean square
error and only a little is compromised in SNP calling.
Ca´novas et. al [8] presented their work and compared it against Qualcomp. In this case
they used several fidelity measures and showed that their method outperformed Qualcomp
when considering Max : Min Distance as the measure. They also based their SNP analysis
considering variant calling with original quality values as benchmark. They did not report data
for running time and memory storage.
The next year, in 2015, Malysa et al. [1] released QVZ for quality values compres-
sion. They also measured their performance with distortion rate metrics, including mean
square error, average L1, where d(x,y) = |x− y| and average Lorentzian where d(x+ y) =
log2(1+ |x− y|). They showed that their method outperformed Qualcomp and the algorithm
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of Ca´novas et al. for all three choices of distortion metric. Also a few months later they pub-
lished an exhaustive analysis on the effect of lossy compression of quality values using QVZ
on variant calling [71]. This analysis included SNP calling compared against two different
sets for benchmark recently released, one by GIAB (Genome in a Bottle) and adapted by the
National Institute of Standardizations and Technology (NIST) and the other one by Illumina
as part of the Platinum Genomes project. For their comparisons, along with the previously
mentioned algorithms, they also included the Illumnina binning method, see Table 3.2. The
main contribution of their work is not only the reduction of storage space but also their proof
that SNP calling is not affected. Moreover, they confirm with their experiments that smoothing
quality values can improve it.
Benoit et al. [2] presented a model for sequencing data. Their algorithm was based on a
probabilistic de Bruijn graph that was designed originally for compression of the sequence
(read). Once they built the graph, they also used it to perform a lossy transformation of
the quality values. We have to consider this for comparisons because the probabilistic de
Bruijn graph has high memory requirements. For comparison against other algorithms they
selected models with option to compress with lossy techniques as well [55], [61], [65]. Their
new algorithm performed better when considering compression ratio, compression time and
decompression time. They also presented SNP calling analysis considering as bench mark set
the variants provided by the 1000 genomes project and also showed that lossy techniques on
quality values can improve SNP calling.
3.8 Objective of this work
In this work we address the compression of SAM files which is the standard output file for
DNA alignment. We specifically study lossy compression techniques used for quality values
reported in the SAM. We selected three of the most promising lossy techniques: QVZ [1],
LEON [2], Illumina binning [3], and we also introduce a new lossy model, dynamic binning
technique. The objective of this study is to analyse and discuss how each of these lossy
techniques will perform when using the CRAM compression format for SAM files. Because
we are analysing lossy techniques for quality values we also want to provide evidence that
these kinds of methods will not impact negatively in the SNP calling process. For such purpose
we provide an analysis of SNP calling performance.
Chapter 4
Methodology
In this chapter we present all toolkits and software used for our research. We introduce the data
sets for the experiments as well as the sets used as ground truth for evaluation of SNP calling.
We also present the metrics for SNP calling performance. And we explain the experimental
process followed in our work.
4.1 Toolkits
4.1.1 GATK
GATK stands for Genome Analysis Toolkit [46]. It was developed by the Data Science and
Data Engineering group at the Broad Institute. This toolkit is a collection of command-line
tools for analyzing high-throughput sequencing data in formats such as SAM/BAM/CRAM
(see Section 3.4.1) and VCF (see Section 4.2) with a primary focus on variant discovery and
genotyping.
When using GATK for variant calling we follow GATK Best Practices [72], [73], which is
the recommended workflow for variant discovery analysis with GATK. This process intends
to maximize the technical correctness of the data. The first steps start from the raw reads
indicating how to do the mapping to a reference genome, marking duplicates with Picard tools
(see subsection 4.1.4) and performing a base quality score recalibration. Once the data has
been pre-processed it is ready to continue with the variant discovery process. In this second
part the process considers the fact that some of the variation might be caused by mapping and
sequencing artifacts. Finding a good trade-off between sensitivity (minimizing false negatives)
and specificity (minimizing false positives) can be very difficult, and can also be dependant
on the project, Instead, the process maximize sensitivity but they also report a variant quality
score recalibration (VQSR) which further allows the user to customize specificity for each
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project.
4.1.2 Samtools
Samtools [47] is a suite of programs for interacting with high-throughput sequencing data
in formats such as SAM/BAM/CRAM. Samtools makes it possible to work directly with a
compressed BAM/CRAM file, without having to uncompress the whole file. We also use this
toolkit for making SNP calling through mpileup command, which calculates genotype likeli-
hoods supported by the aligned reads and does the SNP calling based on those likelihoods.
Bcftools is another module included in samtools and we use it for handling VCF files,
see Section 4.2.
4.1.3 HTSlib
HTSlib is a C-library for manipulating file formats such as SAM, CRAM and VCF. It is used
for studying high-throughput sequencing data and is the core library used by samtools.
4.1.4 Picard
Picard [74], also created by Broad Institute developers, is an open source under MIT license
set of command line tools for manipulating high-throughput sequencing data. We specifically
use this toolkit for marking duplicate reads as part of the GATK Best Practices.
4.1.5 BWA
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [75] is a software package for mapping low-divergent se-
quences against a large reference genome, such as the human genome. When performing
alignments with this software, we considered the reference genome GRCh37 called hu-
man g1k v37.fasta available at [76], which corresponds to the reference genome used in
phase1 and phase3 of 1000 Genomes Project.
4.2 VCF Format
The Variant Call Format (VCF) [77] is a text file format for storing gene sequence variations.
It consists of a couple of lines for meta-information, a header line, and then is followed by
a number of lines that each contains information about a variation in the genome. It is also
possible to store genotype information on samples for each position in this format. There are
eight mandatory fields for each reported variation and they have to follow a specific order as
well, see Table 4.1 for further explanation. A VCF file will be the output of variant calling
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Name Brief description
CHROM The chromosome in which the variation is being called.
POS The 1-based position of the variation on the given sequence.
ID The identifier of the variation.
REF The reference base(s).
ALT The list of alternative allele(s).
QUAL A quality score associated with the inference of the given alleles.
FILTER A flag indicating which of a given set of filters the variation has passed.
INFO An extensible list of information describing the variation.
FORMAT An optional field for describing the samples.
Table 4.1: VCF format specifications
performed with either GATK tools or Samtools.
4.3 Datasets For SNP Calling
For analyzing the impact of lossy compression models for the quality values we use datasets
from 1000 Genomes project. All datasets correspond to the Homo Sapiens individual
NA12878. This individual is the daughter in one of the trios sequenced from Utah residents of
northern and western European ancestry (CEU). Specifically we use the low coverage align-
ment (6x) to perform the experiments with the whole genome (22 chromosomes). This align-
ment is provided by 1000 Genomes project and available at their public repository [78]. We
also extracted chromosome 11 and 20 from the whole genome with high coverage alignment
(50x), available at the same repository. And finally, for a complete process experiment, we
consider the read dataset SRR622461 for the same individual (NA12878) with 5x coverage;
for this raw dataset we performed the alignment with bwa software [75]. We have selected
individual NA12878 because it is the only one for which a well analysed ground truth set of
variants has been developed and has been publicly released.
4.4 Quality Benchmark for SNP Calling
For having a measure of how lossy models can affect SNP calling, we first need to set the
baseline that will serve as a reference when comparing the performance of lossless compres-
sion against the different lossy compression models. For this purpose we use two ground truth
sets of variants that have been developed and refined specifically for individual NA12878. The
first set of variants that we consider as ground truth was released by the Genome in a Bottle
consortium (GIAB) [79] and it has been adapted by the National Institute of Standardizations
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and Technology (NIST). In their work [79] they integrated and arbitrated between 14 data
sets from five sequencing technologies, seven read mappers and three different variant callers
resulting in a set of variants which allows high-confidence SNP calling without depending
on specific caller or sequencing technologies. The second gold standard we used is the one
released by Illumina as part of the Platinum Genomes project.
4.5 SNP Calling Performance Metrics
When comparing two different lossy models for quality values, we will evaluate how each one
of them affects SNP calling. For this purpose, we consider this problem as a binary classifier
for the variants. This will allow us to divide each variant in the resulting VCF file, as True
Positive (TP) when the same variant is also part of the ground truth and False Positive (FP)
when the variant in the resulting VCF file can not be found in the ground truth. We also
examine False Negatives (FN) which are the variants in the ground truth that cannot be found
in the resulting VCF file.
By considering this segregation we can do the performance evaluation with typical met-
rics such as sensitivity, precision and F-score.
1. Sensitivity, also known as the true positive rate or recall, measures the proportion of
correctly identified positives and is given by the expression:
Sensitivity=
TP
TP+FN
. (4.1)
2. Precision, also known a positive predictive value, measures the proportion of identified
positives that are true and is given by the expression:
Precision=
TP
TP+FP
. (4.2)
3. F-score is a metric for accuracy in binary classification. This score considers both pre-
cision and sensitivity by computing the harmonic mean of them. It can be interpreted
as a weighted average and is computed as:
F− score= 2× Sensitivity×Precision
Sensitivity+Precision
. (4.3)
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When analyzing results given by these metrics we interpret them considering that a per-
fect Sensitivity score of 1.0 indicates that all variants from the ground truth were correctly
identified, although it does not indicate how many irrelevant variants were also called as pos-
itive. On the other hand, a total Precision score of 1.0 means that all obtained variants are
relevant but indicates nothing about the total of possible positive variants. Generally there is
always a trade-off between these two metrics and depending on the case one could prefer to
increase one of them by causing a decrease in the other one. Because of this, F-score, which
combines both metrics, will give us a better overall evaluation.
4.5.1 ROC Curve
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is used to visualize the performance of a bi-
nary classifier while varying a certain discrimination threshold. This curve is the result of
plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) with different thresh-
olds.
When evaluating variant calling performance with metrics sensitivity, precision and F-
score, we considered all variants in an output VCF file to be correct. With this second ap-
proach, using ROC as metric, we vary the quality threshold and consider variants in an output
VCF file to be correct only if they are above the threshold.
This metric, in this specific problem of variant calling performance, was introduced in
the work of William et al. [11]. As in their original work, we follow their design and when
comparing different sets of variants we take the union of them as the domain. This rescaling
is done with the purpose of addressing the fact that the true negative rate of correctly called
variants will be so much larger, as most of the genome will not be variant, and so could cause
misleading results. The implication of performing this rescaling is that ROC curves between
different plots are not comparable as they will have different domains.
For our analysis we also look at the AUC, area under the curve, which indicates the
probability that the binary classifier will rank a random positive case higher than a random
negative case. For the AUC, the closer to 1 the better.
For plotting ROC curve and computing AUC, we use ROCR package [80].
4.6 Dynamic Binning
In order to explore new ideas for reducing the alphabet used for quality values, we developed
a dynamic binning. As in Illumina binning, this method splits the alphabet into bins. But in
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Quality Score Bins Mapped Quality score
1-10 c1
11-20 c2
21-30 c3
31-40 c4
41-256 c5
Table 4.2: Q-score Bins for dynamic binning, value ci, for a given bin with range [l,r], is such that
H(ci)≥ H(c)∀c ∈ [l,r].
this case it will have 5 bins and the value representing each bin will be the one with the largest
number of occurrences belonging to that bin. We apply this method block-wise, which means
that the whole file will be split into blocks and for each block the 5-binning will be different
depending on its histogram. In our experiment we considered blocks of 1000 reads each, an
empirically selected parameter.
For a given block, let H denote the histogram of the quality values, i.e. for any character
c in that block, H(c) is the number of occurrences of c in the block. The 5-binning for each
block is performed according to Table 4.2 where each representative value ci, for a given bin
with range [l,r], is such that H(ci)≥ H(c) ∀c ∈ [l,r].
In Figure 4.1 we show an example of a histogram for chromosome 20, 5x coverage, with
representative values coloured in red for each bin.
Figure 4.1: Quality values histogram, chromosome 20. Red values are the representatives of each bin.
4.7 Experiments Process
Our purpose with these experiments is to study how we can improve CRAM compression by
modifying quality values with four different techniques: QVZ [1], LEON [2], dynamic binning
and Illumina binning [3] and also analyze how the lossy models impact on SNP calling.
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In order to perform CRAM compression we need as input a SAM file with the quality val-
ues modified by each of the techniques to analyze. The general work flow of the experiments
can be split into the following steps:
1. The very first step is the alignment of the reads to a reference genome. In this case
we use BWA MEM command from BWA software and as for the reference genome we
work with genome GRCh37. The output of this alignment will be a SAM file that, from
now on, we will refer to as the original SAM and the quality values in it will be the
original or raw quality scores, as they are the ones provided for the sequencer, in this
case, Ilumina technologies.
2. In the second step we create a SAM file for each one of the lossy models that we are
analyzing, in which these new files will have the quality scores updated according to
each model. Then we convert each SAM file to CRAM format using samtools in order
to compare their compression ratio.
• For Illumina binning the process is straight forward and we only modify the code
in htslib so when converting the BAM file to a CRAM file it will apply the corre-
sponding transformation to each quality value according to Table 3.2.
• For applying LEON transformation, their software requires a FASTQ file. In this
case we create a temporal FASTQ file with the reads and quality values extracted
from the original SAM. We run LEON algorithm with this created file, then we
decompress their output and create the new SAM file with the modified quality
values.
• On the other hand, the input for QVZ algorithm is only a file with the quality
scores, with one read per line. This file is created directly by extracting the quality
values from the original SAM file. Again, once the quality values are processed
we decompress the output and create a SAM file with the new quality scores.
• As for dynamic binning, we read the file twice. In the first round we compute the
histogram for each block and we create a dictionary of the representative values
for each bin corresponding to each block. In the second round we only apply the
transformation to the quality values according to the dictionary created in the first
round.
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3. Other than only comparing the compression ratio, we also intend to compare how each
of the techniques impact on SNP calling performance. In this step, we follow Best
Practices [72], [73] to improve the data.
4. Lastly, we perform the variant calling with two different software tools and compare
each one of the lossy models with the mentioned metrics, sensitivity, precision and F-
score:
• From Samtools we use samtools mpileup pipeline.
• From GATK toolkit we perform variant calling with Haplotype Caller command.
Chapter 5
Results and Analysis I
In this chapter we present the results of the experiment performed with the data set of reads
SRR622461 which corresponds to the individual NA12878 with a fold coverage of 5x. We
specifically provide a discussion of the results related to compression ratio and SNP calling
performance.
5.1 5x Coverage Experiments
For this part of the experiments we selected the data set of reads SRR622461 which corre-
sponds to the individual NA12878 with a fold coverage of 5x.
We performed the alignment with BWA software, obtaining the SAM file with size 49GB.
From this file we extracted only chromosome 11 (2.3 GB) and chromosome 20 (1.0GB). For
each of these chromosomes we applied the four lossy techniques to the quality values: Illumina
binning, QVZ, LEON and dynamic binning. After modifying the quality values with each one
of the techniques and converting each output to proper format (SAM), as explained in Section
4.7, we compressed the resulting SAM file by converting it into a CRAM file.
5.1.1 Compression Ratio
One of the main aspects of this work is to study and analyse how we can improve compression
of SAM files when converting them into CRAM files. Tables 5.1 and 5.2, for chromosome 11
and 20 respectively, show a summary of the file sizes, displayed in bytes, for each one of the
lossy models as well as for the raw SAM file, i.e. without modifying the quality scores at all.
These tables contain SAM and CRAM file size in order to analyse the compression ratio,
which we also include in the last row. For a wider analysis we also integrated the BAM file
size to appreciate how even the lossy models for the quality scores also have an impact on the
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Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048
BAM 452482490 363185570 445223159 310363489 340863258
CRAM 168488810 101719649 159262731 72954322 87290416
Compression 13.99 23.17 14.80 32.31 27.00
Table 5.1: Chromosome 11 (5x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297
BAM 206153342 165303409 195703116 136871744 154713228
CRAM 77390459 46623719 70289403 32371234 39748470
Compression 13.40 22.24 14.75 32.04 26.09
Table 5.2: Chromosome 20 (5x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
BAM format. As we can notice in Table 5.2 all lossy techniques will improve the size of the
BAM file, by dropping from 206MB, with raw quality values, to 165MB, 195MB, 136MB and
154MB for each one of the corresponding techniques for chromosome 20. Similar results for
chromosome 11 in Table 5.1 show that BAM file size drops from 452MB to 363MB, 445MB,
310MB and 340MB correspondingly.
With regard to the compression ratio we can start by noticing that the CRAM format by
itself already performs a very good compression, as displayed in the Raw column. Without
adjusting quality values, the compression ratio goes to 13.40 for chromosome 20 and to 13.99
for chromosome 11, which means that SAM file is approximately 13 times larger than the
CRAM file in both cases, even when they contain exactly the same information.
As for the set of lossy techniques that we are analysing, all of them prove to have a
favorable impact on the compression ratio. According to Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 we observed
that, when using Illumina binning, the SAM file is roughly 22 times larger than the CRAM file.
For the QVZ technique we have a compression ratio of approximately 14 which, even though,
it is very close to the result that we obtain without adjusting quality scores, still represents an
improvement for both chromosomes. LEON technique, in both cases, for chromosome 11 and
20, has the best impact on the compression ratio as it reaches more than twice the compression
ratio than the one obtained with raw quality values. Lastly, the dynamic binning also reports a
considerable improvement in this matter with a compression ratio of around 26 for the pair of
chromosomes.
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5.1.2 Variant Calling Performance
In all lossy compression models, as obviously expected, there will be a loss of information
that we need to be aware of and we need to analyse all kinds of possible impact that this loss
of information can have on the data.
In this case we have to consider that quality values are used when performing variant
calling in a given alignment. So, when we transform the quality scores, it is anticipated that
variant calling results will be influenced by these transformations. In an effort to measure and
evaluate these possible changes we performed variant calling with the raw quality values and
also with each one of the lossy models that we are studying. We then computed three different
scores, as explained in section 4.5, sensitivity, precision and F-score, to evaluate the variant
calling performance against two separate ground truth sets of variants.
In Tables 5.3 and 5.4 the evaluation with sensitivity, precision and F-score is summarized
for chromosomes 11 and 20 respectively. Each table also contains the results obtained for two
different callers, GATK and Samtools, with the purpose of presenting evidence about the fact
that these results do not depend on any specific caller. Also, it is worthwhile to mention that
these two tables are the result of the experiment executed with the ground truth released by
Illumina, nevertheless the same tables are detailed in Appendix A for the same experiment
with GIAB-NIST ground truth.
As our main metric for evaluation we will focus on the F-score because this one com-
bines both sensitivity and precision. Otherwise the natural trade-off between sensitivity and
precision will not allow us to conclude anything important, for example, we can note in Table
5.3, for chromosome 11, the LEON technique outperforms Raw quality values in sensitivity,
0.7486 vs 0.7486, but Raw quality values outperforms the LEON model in precision, 0.9488
vs 0.9429. From this we can not argue one is better than the other, but F-score combine both
metrics and shows that both of them are very close, although, for Raw quality values F-score
is slightly higher, 0.8363 vs 0.8346.
What is intended to be presented in these tables is the evidence that, even though the
compression ratio is considerably better when applying lossy techniques (more for some than
for others), the overall F-score does not change drastically. And what is even more important,
these tables show that variant calling performance can even be improved. As an indication
of this fact, we can look at chromosome 20 in Table 5.4. With the GATK caller, the F-score
for Illumina binning (0.7621) and dynamic binning(0.7606) are both slightly better than the
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GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.7201 0.9600 0.8229 0.7476 0.9488 0.8363
Illumina 0.7228 0.9605 0.8249 0.7550 0.9472 0.8402
QVZ 0.7200 0.9601 0.8229 0.7476 0.9487 0.8362
LEON 0.7165 0.9598 0.8205 0.7486 0.9429 0.8346
Dynamic bin 0.7206 0.9587 0.8228 0.7483 0.9455 0.8354
Table 5.3: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 11 (5x fold coverage).
GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.6763 0.8683 0.7604 0.7063 0.8614 0.7762
Illumina 0.6787 0.8688 0.7621 0.7139 0.8606 0.7804
QVZ 0.6514 0.8644 0.7430 0.6770 0.8578 0.7567
LEON 0.6481 0.8629 0.7402 0.6780 0.8508 0.7546
Dynamic bin 0.6775 0.8670 0.7606 0.7072 0.8586 0.7756
Table 5.4: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 20 (5x fold coverage).
F-score achieved with the raw quality values (0.7604). In the same table for the Samtools
caller we can also notice that Illumina binning F-score (0.7804) outperforms the Raw quality
values F-score (0.7762).
For chromosome 11 in Table 5.3 we have similar results. With GATK caller the QVZ F-
score is tied with raw quality values F-score, and the Illumina binning F-score is even higher
than both of them.
5.1.3 ROC Curve Analysis
In order to go deeper with the analysis and study the behaviour of each lossy technique when
varying the threshold to consider a variant as correctly called, we plotted ROC curves. Figures
5.1 and 5.2 display ROC curves for chromosomes 11 and 20 respectively. The results in these
plots were based on the Illumina ground truth with the Samtools caller. We can note that at
each point the raw quality values curve is always overlapped or dominated by at least one of
the other techniques. The clearest message is that the Illumina binning curve(blue) is above
the Raw one(red) in both chromosomes. This confirms once again the fact that by changing the
quality values with all different techniques, the variant calling performance is not negatively
affected.
In Tables 5.5 and 5.6 we also present, for both chromosomes, the area under the curve
(AUC) as a metric for each technique and for each caller. From looking at these numbers it
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Figure 5.1: ROC,chromosome 11 (5x fold coverage).
is clearer that the Raw quality values curve is dominated in all cases by the Illumina binning
curve. Also, in all cases QVZ technique has higher AUC than the raw quality values one.
Nevertheless, one important point to discuss about the AUC results is the fact that all of them
are very close to 0.5 and therefore it can be argued that the classification is not necessarily
good. This is completely reasonable because from a data set with only 5x fold coverage it is
not expected to have high accuracy, not even for the alignment and therefore neither for the
variants. In Chapter 7 we show the same results for high coverage (50x) and there we can
notice the differences. In this chapter we have nonetheless evidence that lossy techniques do
not really affect variant calling performance even for low coverages.
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Figure 5.2: ROC,chromosome 20 (5x fold coverage).
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.5149 0.5395 0.5173 0.5223 0.5105
Samtools 0.6766 0.6800 0.6766 0.6664 0.6724
Table 5.5: AUC, Chromosome 11 (5x fold coverage).
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.5007 0.5094 0.5012 0.5033 0.4983
Samtools 0.5965 0.6020 0.5967 0.5902 0.5958
Table 5.6: AUC, Chromosome 20 (5x fold coverage).
Chapter 6
Results and Analysis II
In this chapter we report the results of the experiment performed with low coverage (6x) data
set of the individual NA12878. We specifically present a discussion about the results obtained
for the compression ration and SNP calling performance.
6.1 6x Coverage Experiment
In this section of experiments we used the low coverage (6x) alignment provided by 1000
Genomes Project [78]. They provide the BAM file (16.2GB), for the whole genome, con-
taining the alignment performed with BWA software. This data set also corresponds to the
individual NA12878.
The experiments here consisted of applying the four already presented lossy techniques;
Illumina binning, QVZ, LEON and dynamic binning, to each SAM file and analysing their
behaviour when converting to CRAM format, as well as studying the possible impact in the
variant calling performance. In this particular case we run the experiment with the first 22
chromosomes, in order to get better insights with no bias to any specific chromosome. Also,
because of storage constraints and in order to have greater control of the results, the ex-
periments were performed for each chromosome separately and results for each one of the
chromosomes are in corresponding tables in Appendix B. Below we present only results for
chromosome 11 and chromosome 20 in order to have consistency with the discussion in the
previous experiment with 5x coverage.
6.1.1 Compression Ratio
In the interest of analysing how each one of the lossy models affects the size of the SAM file
when converting it to CRAM format, we present Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, for chromosome 11
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and chromosome 20, respectively. These tables contain the file size, including the BAM file
size, as well as the compression ratio which is computed as the SAM file size over the CRAM
file size.
In both tables we can appreciate how every single lossy technique improves the compres-
sion in the BAM file. As we can see, in Table 6.1 with raw qulity values the BAM file is about
705MB while for Illumina it is only 477MB, 663MB for QVZ, 351MB for LEON and 420MB
for dynamic binning. We can observe similar results in Table 6.2 for chromosome 20 and for
all other chromosomes in Appendix B.
Regarding the CRAM format, we also observe that compression ratio is always better
for Illumina, LEON and dynamic binning techniques. For QVZ, the compression ratio is
also better but not significantly better. For evidence of this we can look at Table 6.2, for
chromosome 20, which shows that the compression ration with raw quality scores is 8.55 and
the compression ratio with QVZ technique is only 8.72. If we look at the actual file size we
confirm that the improvement goes only from around 164MB to 161MB, while, for instance,
with LEON technique having compression ratio of 24.51, the file size decreases to only 57MB.
As a conclusion of the results shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 and combined with the same
results for all other chromosomes in Appendix B, we realize that the raw quality compression
ratio is between 8.0 - 9.0, Illumina compression ratio is between 15.0 - 17.0, QVZ 8.0 - 9.0,
LEON 25.0 - 27.0 and dynamic binning compression ratio between 17.0 - 19.0. Roughly
speaking, with raw quality values and QVZ techniques the CRAM file will be around 8 times
smaller than the original SAM file, for Illumina technique the CRAM file will be around 16
times smaller, while for LEON the compressed file will be approximately 26 times smaller
and with dynamic binning it will be 18 times smaller. As a summary for all chromosomes,
we present Table 6.3 which contains the total size of all 22 chromosomes when converted to
CRAM files after applying each one of the lossy techniques. For appreciation of how well
compression is performed with each one of them, we have to consider that the total size of the
SAM files goes to 66.11GB. The best size obtained is with LEON technique which reduces
all files to a size of 2.58GB.
6.1.2 Variant Calling Performance
After we analyse compression ratio in our experiment, we obtain positive results in the sense
that, when applying lossy models for the quality values, we observe considerable improve-
ments regarding the file size. Nevertheless, we still have the necessity of measuring how the
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Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560
BAM 705296161 477193614 663864702 351036712 420715141
CRAM 399026425 214238552 357220844 135091577 174185183
Compression 8.32 15.51 9.30 24.60 19.08
Table 6.1: Chromosome 11(6x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215
BAM 300302069 205177256 297843978 153751094 189692794
CRAM 164791886 89437663 161609469 57501251 79082759
Compression 8.55 15.75 8.72 24.51 17.82
Table 6.2: Chromosome 20(6x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
7.68GB 4.31GB 7.49GB 2.58GB 3.61GB
Table 6.3: Total size after compression, original SAM files size is 66.11GB
adjusted quality values affect the variant calling process, as this task relies broadly on them.
In Table 6.4 for chromosome 11 and Table 6.5 for chromosome 20 we display the score
of three different metrics; sensitivity, precision and F-score, for variant calling performance
of two different callers; GATK and Samtools, considering Illumina set as ground truth. In
Appendix B the results performed against the NIST-GIAB ground truth are also reported.
As mentioned before and to avoid talking about cases in which only one measure, preci-
sion or sensitivity, is boosted at the cost of decreasing the other, we focus our attention mainly
on the F-score for each case, because this measure combines both of them.
In general, in both chromosomes, and also in all of them in Appendix B, we can observe
that F-score with raw quality values is not much different than with all other lossy models,
except in the case of QVZ, when using Samtools caller, in which all of them are the same
until precision of two decimals. And even for the QVZ case the F-score only decreases from
0.8110 to 0.8069 in chromosome 20 and from 0.8424 to 0.8386 in chromosome 11.
Following with the discussion about improving variant calling performance with some
of the lossy models, we can notice that in both chromosomes, with Samtools caller, F-score
reports an improvement when using Illumina and LEON technique. For instance in chromo-
some 11, the raw quality values F-score is 0.8428 while Illumina technique reports a F-score
of 0.8444 and LEON a higher F-score of 0.8482.
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GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.7137 0.9856 0.8279 0.7388 0.9809 0.8428
Illumina 0.7123 0.9881 0.8278 0.7414 0.9805 0.8444
QVZ 0.7135 0.9814 0.8263 0.7339 0.9780 0.8386
LEON 0.7108 0.9858 0.8260 0.7511 0.9742 0.8482
Dynamic bin 0.7125 0.9859 0.8272 0.7353 0.9810 0.8406
Table 6.4: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 11 (6x fold coverage).
GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.6687 0.9408 0.7951 0.6963 0.9710 0.8110
Illumina 0.6661 0.9826 0.7940 0.7010 0.9709 0.8142
QVZ 0.6687 0.9755 0.7935 0.6917 0.9680 0.8069
LEON 0.6656 0.9804 0.7929 0.7037 0.9658 0.8142
Dynamic bin 0.6673 0.9807 0.7942 0.6929 0.9716 0.8089
Table 6.5: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 20 (6x fold coverage).
6.1.3 ROC Curve Analysis
In our previous analysis with sensitivity, precision and F-score metrics we considered every
single variant in an output VCF file as a correctly called variant. For this analysis we want to
study the behaviour that each lossy technique would present when setting different thresholds
for considering each single variant called correctly in an output VCF file.
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 display all ROC curves for each one of the lossy techniques when per-
forming variant calling with Samtools pipeline and considering Illumina variant set as ground
truth. In the same plots we also display the ROC curve for the case of variant calling with raw
quality scores. In both figures we can observe how the Illumina binning curve (blue) outper-
forms the raw quality values one (red) and also, LEON (green) is visibly above if looking a
critical points. For instance, in Figure 6.2 when FPR is around 0.4 the rate for true positives
is considerably better for Illumina and LEON, and as for QVZ and dynamic binning, both
of them overlap the one representing the raw quality values. But in general we can appreci-
ate how variant calling performance is not negatively affected and even for some cases it is
improved.
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.6990 0.7492 0.6991 0.7120 0.6923
Samtools 0.8257 0.8320 0.8262 0.8273 0.8200
Table 6.6: AUC, Chromosome 11 (6x fold coverage).
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Figure 6.1: ROC,chromosome 11 (6x fold coverage).
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.6880 0.7195 0.6890 0.7005 0.6857
Samtools 0.7988 0.8068 0.7991 0.8028 0.7950
Table 6.7: AUC, Chromosome 20 (6x fold coverage).
In Tables 6.6 for chromosome 11 and in Table 6.7 for chromosome 20 we present the
values for area under the curve (AUC) for the plots in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 correspondingly. In
these two tables it becomes more evident how Illumina, LEON and QVZ techniques outper-
form the case with the raw quality values.
Also in these two tables and comparing with the previously discussed experiment for 5x
fold coverage we can observe that with this data set (6x) we obtain better accuracy for variant
calling, which is not surprising because the more coverage, the more likely we are to have the
correct information about each one of the bases and therefore to find the variants.
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Figure 6.2: ROC,chromosome 20 (6x fold coverage).
Chapter 7
Results and Analysis III
In this chapter we report the results of the experiment performed with the high coverage (50x)
data set of the individual NA12878. We specifically present a discussion about the results
obtained for the compression ratio and SNP calling performance.
7.1 High Coverage (50x) Experiment
As in the previous experiments, the chromosomes here analyzed are part of the individual
NA12878.
The alignment performed with BWA is provided by the 1000 Genomes project [78] and
in this case the fold coverage for the genome is of 50x. The BAM file for this data set is 254
GB, therefore, due to storage constraints, we only performed all experiments on chromosome
11 and chromosome 20. As shown in the experiment performed with the whole genome with
6x coverage, the behaviour in all other chromosomes is expected to be similar in terms of
compression ratio.
With regards to the size of the data set, in this case the SAM files are 44.7 GB for chro-
mosome 11 and 20.0 GB for chromosome 20.
7.1.1 Compression Ratio
For analysing the compression ratio and the influence that each lossy technique has on the
BAM and the CRAM files we present Table 7.1 for chromosome 11 and Table 7.2 for chro-
mosome 20, summarizing the sizes of the files in bytes. Last row in these tables display the
compression ratio which is our main target for discussion.
According to these tables the BAM files are also affected positively by reducing the size.
For chromosome 11, See Table 7.1, for instance, with raw quality values the BAM file is 10.6
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Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610
BAM 10668938373 8830246318 10531487823 7883319664 8680171268
CRAM 6684954326 5297101246 6527041230 4726468838 5191134746
Compression 6.69 8.44 6.85 9.46 8.61
Table 7.1: Chromosome 11 (50x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
SAM 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245
BAM 4763279583 3951732501 4703215963 3529714410 3881179898
CRAM 2982788014 2370470617 2913269311 2116033897 2321367241
Compression 6.69 8.42 6.85 9.44 8.60
Table 7.2: Chromosome 20 (50x fold coverage), files size(bytes) and compression ratio
GB and with each technique this size goes lower: 8.8 GB with the Illumina binning, 10.5 GB
with the QVZ technique, 7.8 GB with LEON and 8.6 GB with dynamic binning. In this case
we can notice that once again the QVZ model is the one which makes the least improvement
in the size.
Concerning the compression ratio we can observe that in both chromosomes the results
are pretty similar. If we only consider one decimal precision the compression ratio is 6.6 when
using the original quality values, 8.4 with the Illumina binning, 6.8 with the QVZ technique,
9.4 with LEON model and 8.6 with dynamic binning. From this we can note that applying the
LEON technique to the quality values we obtain better compression ratio than the others. As
for Illumina binning and dynamic binning we can point out that results for both of them are
close in terms of compression ratio, for example for chromosome 11 the CRAM file is reduced
to 5.29 GB when applying Illumina binning and to 5.19 GB when applying dynamic binning.
Although with each one of the lossy models that we are studying we obtain an improve-
ment in the compression, we can note that in this experiment with high coverage, the compres-
sion ratio in general is lower than with the one obtained with 5x and 6x coverage. Roughly
speaking, the compression ratio for high coverage case is half that obtained with 6x coverage
and this property holds for the file with raw quality values as well as for the ones with each
lossy model applied. Another thing to note is that the pair of compression ratio values belong-
ing to each chromosome and obtained with each technique, and even for the raw file, they are
pretty similar and we would expect them to be so in every chromosome.
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GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.9778 0.9669 0.9723 0.9785 0.9590 0.9686
Illumina 0.9752 0.9718 0.9735 0.9791 0.9588 0.9688
QVZ 0.9778 0.9668 0.9723 0.9781 0.9592 0.9685
LEON 0.9776 0.9634 0.9704 0.9815 0.9512 0.9661
Dynamic bin 0.9777 0.9668 0.9722 0.9783 0.9580 0.9680
Table 7.3: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 11 (50x fold coverage)
7.1.2 Variant Calling Performance
For analysing the impact that adjusted quality values can have in the variant calling process we
present Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for chromosome 11 and chromosome 20 respectively. These tables
summarize the variant calling performance scores: sensitivity, precision and F-score for each
lossy model as well as for the variant calling performed with the original quality values. The
column (Raw) contains the scores obtained when quality scores are not modified. Also it is
important to mention that the scores displayed there are for each caller, GATK and Samtools
pipeline. For the results in these tables we considered Illumina ground truth. For the same
results with GIAB-NIST ground truth refer to Appendix C. The tables in the Appendix also
contain the actual number of true positives, false positives and false negatives in more detail.
By looking at the F-scores in each case we provide evidence that in general the variant
calling performance is not affected by any of the lossy techniques. For instance, in chromo-
some 11, Table 7.1 and when using GATK caller we note that for the case when the quality
values are not adjusted, the F-score obtained is 0.9723. In comparison the performance when
previously applying Illumina binning to the quality values gives a F-score of 0.9735, for the
QVZ technique the score is 0.9723, for the LEON model 0.9704 and for dynamic binning
0.9722. There are two facts to highlight in this. Firstly, according to the F-score measure,
the variant calling performance, when applying Illumina binning to the quality scores, is im-
proved: the F-score is: 0.9723 for the no modified quality values and 0.9735 for the Illumina
binning. The other fact to highlight is that when the LEON model is applied to the quality
values, the F-score obtained is the lowest one and this evidence holds for both chromosomes
and both callers. It is important to mention this because as for the compression ratio results,
the LEON model reports a considerably better compression ratio than the other techniques.
We can see this fact as an evidence of the natural trade-off between compression ratio and
variant calling performance.
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GATK Samtools
Sensitivity Precision F-Score Sensitivity Precision F-Score
Raw 0.9549 0.9586 0.9568 0.9577 0.9469 0.9523
Illumina 0.9513 0.9653 0.9582 0.9586 0.9469 0.9527
QVZ 0.9550 0.9587 0.9569 0.9581 0.9465 0.9522
LEON 0.9547 0.9549 0.9548 0.9622 0.9369 0.9494
Dynamic bin 0.9548 0.9586 0.9567 0.9579 0.9459 0.9518
Table 7.4: Variant calling performance with Illumina ground truth, chromosome 20 (50x fold cover-
age).
7.1.3 ROC Curve Analysis
In Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 for chromosome 11 and for chromosome 20 respectively we dis-
play the ROC curves which correspond to the experiment with Illumina ground truth and Sam-
tools caller. With these plots we intend to analyse the behaviour of each one of the techniques
when having different thresholds for recognizing a variant as correctly called. In general we
can appreciate that with high coverage the variant calling performance is considerably better
than the one obtained with 5x and 6x coverage.In both images, when false positive rate is
around 0.2, the true positive rate is above 0.8 already.
As for comparing each one of the lossy techniques versus the curve when having the
original quality values, by looking at Figure 7.1 for chromosome 11, we observe that before
all of them converge (i.e before false positive rate of 0.2) the curve corresponding to the
LEON technique(green) is below the one corresponding to the raw quality values. As for
the Illumina technique(blue), the curve is above the one for the raw quality values, which
confirms the slight improvement previously noted with the F-score as well for the Illumina
binning. In the same image we see that both the QVZ technique and dynamic binning mostly
overlap the performance with raw quality values. This we consider to be a good result because
this implies that the variant calling performance is not negatively affected even though both
of them achieved a better compression ratio than the one obtained with the original quality
scores.
For summarizing the information from ROC curves, we consider the AUC as another
metric for the variant calling performance. In Table 7.5 for chromosome 11 and in Table 7.6
for chromosome 20 we report the AUC values for both callers, GATK and Samtools.
By comparing the AUC for each technique we can notice that there is no indication that
lossy models affect the variant calling performance as all of them are either greater than the
AUC with raw quality values or significantly closer.
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Figure 7.1: ROC,chromosome 11 (50x fold coverage).
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.8205 0.8439 0.8192 0.8250 0.8191
Samtools 0.8792 0.8804 0.8797 0.8713 0.8797
Table 7.5: AUC, Chromosome 11 (50x fold coverage).
Raw Illumina QVZ LEON Dynamic bin
GATK 0.7858 0.8129 0.7878 0.7946 0.7865
Samtools 0.8952 0.8988 0.8954 0.8926 0.8954
Table 7.6: AUC, Chromosome 20 (50x fold coverage).
7.2 Discussion and Analysis
According to the three experiments that we have presented with different coverage data sets,
the four lossy techniques that we described in Section 4.7 help to improve the compression
ratio. Nevertheless, a general behaviour that we can note is that the compression ratio will be
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Figure 7.2: ROC,chromosome 20 (50x fold coverage).
lower when the coverage is higher, which means that in this case more information implies
higher entropy but also implies better variant calling performances as was confirmed with the
F-score and AUC measures. For instance, for chromosome 20 with raw quality values the
compression ratio varies from 13.40 with 5x coverage to 8.32 with 6x coverage and to 6.69
with high coverage. And for each lossy model, the compression ratio varies proportionally.
In terms of compression ratio the LEON technique reports the best results by more than
double the compression ratio obtained with raw quality values in the case of 5x coverage and
6x coverage. As for the experiment with a high coverage, the LEON technique also has the
better compression ratio but the improvement only goes from 6.69 to 9.44 for chromosome
11 and from 6.69 to 9.46 for chromosome 20. Nevertheless with regards to variant calling
performance, except in the case with Samtools and 6x coverage, the LEON technique reports
a lower F-score than any of the other techniques.
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Another general behaviour that we can note is that the QVZ technique in all the experi-
ments showed the lowest compression ratio of all lossy techniques and is only slightly above
the compression ratio obtained with the raw quality values. For the high coverage experiment
the compression ratio improvement is from 6.69 obtained with raw quality values to 6.85 with
the QVZ. Although it is worthwhile to mention that the variant calling performance remained
considerably close to the performance obtained with no adjusted quality scores.
With regards to Illumina binning and dynamic binning, both improved the compression
ratio without compromising variant calling performance. In general dynamic binning obtained
a better compression ratio than the one achieved by Illumina binning. And although with
dynamic binning the improvement of variant calling performance was possible, this can be
confirmed in the experiment with 5x fold coverage and GATK caller with chromosome 20,
Illumina binning proved to be more consistent in terms of boosting variant calling performance
as can be seen in Tables 7.3 and 7.4.
At this point of the work we have shown that by adjusting quality values the compression
ratio can be improved without compromising the SNP calling performance. To demonstrate
that quality values are still necessary and that setting all of them to a constant value will lead to
a very poor SNP calling performance we present Table 7.7 where we display the comparison
of the F-scores achieved against the raw quality values. In this table we observe that when
setting all quality values to a constant value the F-score drops drastically, indicating that the
information provided by the quality scores is still necessary.
5x 6x 50x
Raw 0.7762 0.8237 0.9523
No quality values 0.7180 0.7682 0.8796
Table 7.7: F-score comparison for no quality values. Chromosome 20, ground truth Illumina and Sam-
tools caller.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we have presented the problem that researchers in the field of bioinformatics are
facing today regarding the storage space for next-generation sequencing output data files. We
discussed the importance of DNA sequencing for humanity as well as the main technological
challenges associated with this topic. Around the world there are several important projects
for DNA sequencing and today, after just defeating the bottle neck that the costs of DNA
sequencing represented for the last ten years, researchers are confronting another bottle neck
in terms of storage space due to the large amount of data that is constantly generated everyday
and that is expected to grow exponentially within the next few years.
We presented the main approaches for compression of next-generation DNA sequencing
output data files and we analysed the most recent studies in the literature related to this prob-
lem. We specifically introduced the quality values which comprise roughly half of the file in
the most common output formats used for reporting DNA sequencing and DNA alignment,
FASTQ and SAM formats. We explained the challenges that these quality scores represent
for the compression of SAM and FASTQ file formats. Also, we addressed the influence that
quality values have in the variant calling process with the purpose of analysing lossy models
for compression of such quality scores. We studied four different lossy techniques for quality
scores, Illumina binning, the Qvz model, the LEON algorithm and the dynamic binning. In
particular we analysed the effect that each one of these techniques introduces to the CRAM
compression format. In our experiments performed with three data sets, each with different
fold coverage and all belonging to the individual NA12878, we found that each one of the
lossy techniques improved the compression ratio of the SAM files. The LEON technique is
the one that achieved the best compression ratio, nevertheless the variant calling performance
improved when using either Illumina binning or dynamic binning. Both Illumina and dynamic
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binning also achieved a considerable improvement in the compression ratio and concerning the
variant calling performance, the results showed that a boost with respect to the results obtained
with raw quality values was possible. We also showed that the lack of information provided
by the quality values leads to very poor variant calling performance.
Nowadays many approaches for compression of next-generation DNA sequencing data
output are being studied. We believe that lossy techniques can be a considerable insight in this
area, as it has been proved that it is possible that variant calling performance remains the same
or even better in some cases when adjusting the quality values.
Although lossy models for compression of quality scores have proved to be a convenient
option for tackling the problem regarding storage space for next-generation output data, there
remain several studies to continue improving these techniques. The noise that quality values
present in their distribution needs to be well understood by making further analysis of quality
values behaviour and statistics.
We also believe that rather than finding a standard and unique lossy technique it is more
likely to develop several options which the user will be able to select depending on the project
as we observed different behaviours in our experiments by varying only the fold coverage.
And still there are many other factors to vary such as, for example sequencing technology.
For the exploratory idea we developed with dynamic binning, there are several other paths
to continue studying such as the number of bins as well as different block lengths.
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Appendix A
Results of 5x fold coverage experiment
The next tables summarize the results for the 5x fold coverage experiment for chromosome 20
and chromosome 11. The first block in the table presents the file size for each lossy technique
as well as the compression ratio.
The second block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and GATK caller.
The third block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and GATK caller.
The fourth block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and Samtools’ caller.
The last block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and Samtools’ caller.
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CHROMOSOME 20
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297 1037326297
BAM 206153342 165303409 195703116 136871744 154713228
CRAM 77390459 46623719 70289403 32371234 39748470
Compression 13.40380081 22.24889647 14.75793296 32.04469428 26.09726354
True positives 45815 46008 44104 43893 45878
False positives 15999 15992 15701 15713 16137
False negatives 17233 17040 18944 19155 17170
Sensitivity 0.72666857 0.7297297297 0.6995305164 0.6961838599 0.7276678087
Precision 0.7411751383 0.7420645161 0.7374634228 0.7363855988 0.7397887608
F-Score 0.7338501706 0.7358454354 0.7179963045 0.7157206451 0.7336782262
True positives 53679 53870 51704 51439 53770
False positives 8139 8133 8105 8171 8245
False negatives 25687 25496 27662 27927 25592
Sensitivity 0.6763475544 0.6787541265 0.651462843 0.6481238818 0.6775282881
Precision 0.8683393186 0.8688289276 0.8644852781 0.8629256836 0.8670482948
F-Score 0.7604119447 0.7621189936 0.7430070056 0.7402573106 0.7606612108
True positives 47616 48117 45675 45705 47665
False positives 17457 17725 16959 17539 17711
False negatives 15432 14931 17373 17343 15383
Sensitivity 0.7552341073 0.763180434 0.7244480396 0.7249238675 0.756011293
Precision 0.7317320548 0.7307949333 0.7292365169 0.72267725 0.729090186
F-Score 0.7432973517 0.7466366669 0.7268343916 0.7237988154 0.7423067339
True positives 56062 56666 53733 53811 56134
False positives 9013 9178 8903 9435 9242
False negatives 23304 22700 25633 25555 23230
Sensitivity 0.7063730061 0.7139833178 0.6770279465 0.6780107351 0.7072980193
Precision 0.8614982712 0.8606099265 0.8578612938 0.8508206053 0.8586331375
F-Score 0.7762615878 0.7804696646 0.7567921579 0.7546489776 0.7756528948
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CHROMOSOME 11
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048 2357302048
BAM 452482490 363185570 445223159 310363489 340863258
CRAM 168488810 101719649 159262731 72954322 87290416
Compression 13.99085226 23.17450042 14.80134136 32.31202735 27.00527911
True positives 102111 102423 102083 101595 102090
False positives 38182 38339 38185 38045 38508
False negatives 31516 31204 31544 32032 31537
Sensitivity 0.7641494608 0.7664843183 0.7639399223 0.7602879658 0.7639923069
Precision 0.7278410184 0.7276324576 0.7277711238 0.7275494128 0.726112747
F-Score 0.7455534463 0.746553251 0.7454170394 0.7435584977 0.7445710639
True positives 134696 135214 134677 134035 134793
False positives 5602 5553 5596 5610 5805
False negatives 52350 51832 52369 53011 52248
Sensitivity 0.7201223229 0.7228916951 0.7200207436 0.7165884328 0.7206601761
Precision 0.9600707066 0.9605518339 0.960106364 0.9598267034 0.9587120727
F-Score 0.8229629992 0.8249459295 0.8229097608 0.8205613255 0.8228141338
True positives 105422 106399 105414 105474 105481
False positives 41950 42692 41997 43032 42548
False negatives 28205 27228 28213 28153 28146
Sensitivity 0.7889273874 0.7962387841 0.7888675193 0.7893165303 0.789368915
Precision 0.7153461987 0.7136513941 0.7151026721 0.7102339299 0.7125698343
F-Score 0.7503371898 0.7526864225 0.7501761328 0.7476899193 0.7490058795
True positives 139838 141223 139853 140031 139976
False positives 7534 7869 7558 8475 8053
False negatives 47208 45823 47193 47015 47070
Sensitivity 0.7476128867 0.7550174823 0.7476930808 0.7486447184 0.7483506731
Precision 0.9488776701 0.9472205081 0.9487283853 0.9429315987 0.9455984976
F-Score 0.8363066581 0.8402679852 0.8362988366 0.8346306981 0.8354905618
Appendix B
Results of 6x fold coverage experiment
The next tables summarize the results for the 6x fold coverage experiment for chromosome 1
to chromosome 22. The first block in the table presents the file size for each lossy technique
as well as the compression ratio.
The second block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and GATK caller.
The third block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and GATK caller.
The fourth block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and Samtools’ caller.
The last block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and Samtools’ caller.
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CHROMOSOME 1
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 5538094286 5538094286 5538094286 5538094286 5538094286
BAM 735115893
CRAM 646168716 346487598 632573092 218836304 307099389
Compression 8.570662969 15.98352818 8.754868577 25.30701801 18.03355684
True positives 161206 160871 161179 160513 160952
False positives 49616 48765 49578 49457 49489
False negatives 51949 52284 51976 52642 52203
Sensitivity 0.7562853323 0.754713706 0.7561586639 0.753034177 0.7550937111
Precision 0.7646545427 0.7673825106 0.7647622618 0.7644568272 0.7648319481
F-Score 0.760446911 0.7609953854 0.7604361283 0.7587025111 0.759931633
True positives 201207 200685 201164 200362 200892
False positives 9612 8958 9600 9615 9549
False negatives 85681 86213 85734 86536 85999
Sensitivity 0.7013433814 0.6994994737 0.7011690566 0.698373638 0.7002380695
Precision 0.9544063865 0.9572702165 0.9544514243 0.9542092705 0.9546238613
F-Score 0.8085359458 0.8083320411 0.8084362479 0.8064885535 0.8078788415
True positives 166251 166735 166329 169505 165543
False positives 51875 52229 51932 55711 51425
False negatives 46904 46420 46826 43650 47612
Sensitivity 0.7799535549 0.782224203 0.7803194858 0.7952194413 0.7766320283
Precision 0.7621787407 0.7614722055 0.762064684 0.7526330278 0.7629834814
F-Score 0.7709637104 0.7717087191 0.7710840581 0.7733403898 0.7697472583
True positives 208001 208718 208118 212456 207040
False positives 10125 10246 10143 12762 9928
False negatives 78897 78180 78780 74442 79858
Sensitivity 0.7249998257 0.7274989718 0.7254076362 0.7405279925 0.7216502032
Precision 0.9535818747 0.9532069199 0.9535281154 0.9433349022 0.9542421002
F-Score 0.8237271892 0.8251973858 0.8239702747 0.829718267 0.8218057976
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CHROMOSOME 2
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 5883006418 5883006418 5883006418 5883006418 5883006418
BAM 832272936 1229033084 613327655 770668285
CRAM 680850795 360209660 666237992 225097212 319104584
Compression 8.640669088 16.33217282 8.830187544 26.1354033 18.43598216
True positives 175547 175312 175572 174788 175330
False positives 46151 45291 46167 45730 46034
False negatives 53540 53775 53515 54299 53757
Sensitivity 0.7662896629 0.7652638517 0.7663987917 0.7629765111 0.7653424245
Precision 0.7918294256 0.7946945418 0.7917957599 0.7926246384 0.7920438734
F-Score 0.7788502279 0.7797015722 0.7788903036 0.7775180436 0.7784642503
True positives 217173 216704 217206 216142 216888
False positives 4534 3908 4542 4385 4476
False negatives 84780 85249 84747 85811 85056
Sensitivity 0.7192278268 0.717674605 0.7193371154 0.7158133882 0.7183053811
Precision 0.9795495857 0.9822856418 0.9795172899 0.9801158135 0.97977991
F-Score 0.8294427682 0.829385818 0.8295038581 0.8273694687 0.8289114632
True positives 180256 181314 180325 183294 179701
False positives 48907 49344 48899 52150 48734
False negatives 48831 47773 48762 45793 49386
Sensitivity 0.7868451724 0.7914635051 0.787146368 0.8001065098 0.784422512
Precision 0.7865842217 0.7860728871 0.7866759153 0.7785035932 0.7866614135
F-Score 0.7867146754 0.788758986 0.7869110713 0.789157236 0.7855403675
True positives 223537 224955 223621 227720 222835
False positives 5626 5703 5603 7725 5600
False negatives 78416 76998 78332 74233 79118
Sensitivity 0.7403039546 0.7450000497 0.7405821436 0.7541571039 0.7379790895
Precision 0.975449789 0.9752750826 0.9755566607 0.9671897895 0.9754853678
F-Score 0.8417633813 0.8447253249 0.8419829925 0.8474910588 0.8402716502
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CHROMOSOME 3
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 4817225818 4817225818 4817225818 4817225818 4817225818
BAM 1013168278 677112325 1004601440 497944854 627077093
CRAM 555080753 291506410 543500772 181052220 258028482
Compression 8.67842344 16.52528264 8.863328382 26.60683099 18.66935689
True positives 149241 149049 149258 148667 149082
False positives 35091 34516 35079 34768 34986
False negatives 45145 45337 45128 45719 45304
Sensitivity 0.7677559083 0.7667681829 0.7678433632 0.7648030208 0.7669379482
Precision 0.8096315344 0.8119685125 0.8097017962 0.8104614714 0.8099289393
F-Score 0.7881378757 0.7887212893 0.7882172458 0.7869705495 0.7878474002
True positives 181839 181484 181860 181040 181628
False positives 2498 2086 2482 2400 2440
False negatives 68703 63051 68682 69502 68909
Sensitivity 0.7257825035 0.7421596091 0.7258663218 0.7225934175 0.7249547971
Precision 0.9864487325 0.9886364874 0.9865358952 0.986916703 0.9867440294
F-Score 0.8362739981 0.8478480747 0.8363609606 0.8343203174 0.8358302367
True positives 152944 153580 153036 155995 152568
False positives 3363 37340 37092 39839 36993
False negatives 41442 40806 41350 38391 41818
Sensitivity 0.7868056342 0.7900774747 0.7872789193 0.8025012089 0.7848713385
Precision 0.9784846488 0.8044206998 0.8049103762 0.796567501 0.8048490987
F-Score 0.8722386817 0.7971845754 0.7959970248 0.7995233458 0.7947346899
True positives 186641 187491 186766 190630 186173
False positives 37060 3429 3362 5204 3388
False negatives 63901 63051 63776 59912 64369
Sensitivity 0.7449489507 0.7483415954 0.745447869 0.7608704329 0.7430810004
Precision 0.8343324348 0.9820395977 0.9823171758 0.9734264734 0.9821271253
F-Score 0.7871112489 0.8494094622 0.8476456305 0.8541229815 0.8460428581
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CHROMOSOME 4
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 4664114095 4664114095 4664114095 4664114095 4664114095
BAM 979308567 651267366 971370105 477802536 603603127
CRAM 536049470 279395852 525045326 172734515 247605833
Compression 8.700902353 16.69356958 8.883259909 27.00163366 18.83685064
True positives 157429 157230 157445 156853 157202
False positives 44721 44198 44695 44494 44612
False negatives 45098 45297 45082 45674 45325
Sensitivity 0.7773235174 0.7763409323 0.7774025192 0.7744794521 0.7762026791
Precision 0.7787731882 0.7805766825 0.7788908677 0.7790183117 0.7789449691
F-Score 0.7780476775 0.7784530455 0.7781459818 0.7767422513 0.7775714063
True positives 198121 197773 198111 197363 197822
False positives 4036 3662 4036 3991 3992
False negatives 74373 74721 74383 75131 74665
Sensitivity 0.7270655501 0.7257884577 0.727028852 0.7242838374 0.7259869278
Precision 0.9800353191 0.9818204384 0.9800343315 0.9801791869 0.98021941
F-Score 0.8348070477 0.8346102475 0.8347824988 0.8330224038 0.8341622725
True positives 161137 161664 161197 163940 160489
False positives 47415 47702 47422 50173 47149
False negatives 41390 40863 41330 38587 42038
Sensitivity 0.7956321873 0.7982343095 0.7959284441 0.8094723173 0.7924326139
Precision 0.7726466301 0.7721597585 0.7726860928 0.7656704637 0.7729269209
F-Score 0.7839709642 0.7849805653 0.7841350761 0.7869623656 0.7825582388
True positives 203293 204001 203351 207161 202415
False positives 5259 5365 5268 6952 5223
False negatives 69201 68493 69143 65333 70079
Sensitivity 0.7460457845 0.7486440068 0.7462586332 0.7602405925 0.7428236952
Precision 0.9747832675 0.9743750179 0.9747482252 0.9675311635 0.9748456448
F-Score 0.8452123082 0.8467231146 0.8453357112 0.8514509656 0.8431639632
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CHROMOSOME 5
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 4418276086 4418276086 4418276086 4418276086 4418276086
BAM 928642406 620549383 920276692 456086794 574749521
CRAM 509638053 267829235 498618629 166452120 237226888
Compression 8.669439144 16.49661616 8.86103292 26.54382585 18.6246851
True positives 110768 110578 110765 110207 110605
False positives 56087 55516 56078 55658 55959
False negatives 35586 35776 35589 36147 35749
Sensitivity 0.7568498299 0.7555516077 0.7568293316 0.7530166582 0.7557360919
Precision 0.6638578406 0.665755536 0.6638876069 0.6644379465 0.6640390481
F-Score 0.707310454 0.7078169807 0.707318397 0.7059595989 0.7069264152
True positives 164389 164033 164385 163501 164151
False positives 2471 2066 2463 2369 2413
False negatives 65713 66069 65717 66601 65946
Sensitivity 0.7144179538 0.7128708138 0.7144005702 0.7105587957 0.7133991317
Precision 0.9851911782 0.9875616349 0.985238061 0.9857177308 0.9855130761
F-Score 0.8282354482 0.8280292074 0.8282403325 0.8258210176 0.8276639246
True positives 113370 113882 113395 115623 113070
False positives 58609 58902 58629 61566 58495
False negatives 32984 32472 32959 30731 33284
Sensitivity 0.7746286401 0.7781270071 0.7747994588 0.7900228214 0.7725788157
Precision 0.6592083917 0.6591003797 0.659181277 0.6525405076 0.6590505056
F-Score 0.7122729971 0.7136849889 0.7123293695 0.714730345 0.711313259
True positives 168817 169586 168871 172418 168407
False positives 3163 3199 3154 4772 3158
False negatives 61285 60516 61231 57684 61694
Sensitivity 0.7336615936 0.7370035897 0.7338962721 0.749311175 0.7318829557
Precision 0.9816083265 0.9814856614 0.9816654556 0.9730684576 0.9815929823
F-Score 0.8397142871 0.8418539193 0.8398888908 0.8466554708 0.8385424706
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CHROMOSOME 6
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 4161777636 4161777636 4161777636 4161777636 4161777636
BAM 874941907 867391686 867391686 430505825 542062421
CRAM 480374599 470100459 470100459 157104003 223763482
Compression 8.663608868 8.852953781 8.852953781 26.4905894 18.59900283
True positives 130430 130227 130417 129794 130250
False positives 41666 41091 41640 41361 41567
False negatives 42255 42458 42268 42891 42435
Sensitivity 0.7553059038 0.754130353 0.7552306222 0.7516228972 0.7542635434
Precision 0.7578909446 0.7601477953 0.7579871787 0.7583418539 0.7580739973
F-Score 0.7565962161 0.7571271181 0.7566063897 0.7549674267 0.75616397
True positives 168452 168053 168415 167560 168206
False positives 3652 3273 3650 3603 3611
False negatives 73404 73803 73441 74296 73642
Sensitivity 0.6964970892 0.6948473472 0.6963441056 0.6928089442 0.6955029605
Precision 0.9787802724 0.9808960695 0.9787870863 0.9789498899 0.9789834533
F-Score 0.8138564112 0.8134575078 0.8137543154 0.8113912435 0.8132474345
True positives 133508 134005 133524 135975 132959
False positives 44691 44919 44697 47036 44426
False negatives 39177 38680 39161 36710 39726
Sensitivity 0.7731302661 0.7760083389 0.7732229203 0.787416394 0.769951067
Precision 0.7492073468 0.7489492746 0.7492046392 0.7429881264 0.7495504129
F-Score 0.760980837 0.7622387368 0.7610243199 0.7645573748 0.7596137915
True positives 173350 174037 173372 176688 172574
False positives 4850 4888 4850 6325 4811
False negatives 68506 67819 68484 65168 69281
Sensitivity 0.7167488092 0.7195893424 0.7168397724 0.7305504102 0.7135432387
Precision 0.9727833895 0.972681291 0.9727867491 0.9654396136 0.9728782028
F-Score 0.8253661417 0.8272094035 0.8254276587 0.8317293095 0.8232706803
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CHROMOSOME 7
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 3793108020 3793108020 3793108020 3793108020 3793108020
BAM 802991080 541553974 795990185 400498554 501527840
CRAM 440951556 235258121 431737784 148057116 208508100
Compression 8.602096916 16.1231757 8.785675381 25.6192213 18.19165788
True positives 113320 113089 113290 112836 113184
False positives 36113 35605 36102 35859 36013
False negatives 37842 38073 37872 38326 37978
Sensitivity 0.7496593059 0.7481311441 0.7494608433 0.746457443 0.7487596089
Precision 0.758333166 0.760548509 0.7583404734 0.7588419247 0.7586211519
F-Score 0.7539712903 0.7542887253 0.7538745117 0.7525987387 0.7536581224
True positives 146323 145944 146278 145669 146120
False positives 3115 2755 3119 3031 3077
False negatives 62824 63203 62869 63478 63022
Sensitivity 0.699617972 0.6978058495 0.6994028124 0.6964909848 0.6986640656
Precision 0.9791552349 0.9814726394 0.9791227401 0.9796166779 0.9793762609
F-Score 0.8161133344 0.8156804883 0.8159556428 0.8141412391 0.8155405915
True positives 116711 117421 116756 118320 116285
False positives 39289 39578 39316 41210 39082
False negatives 34451 33741 34406 32842 34877
Sensitivity 0.7720921925 0.7767891401 0.7723898863 0.782736402 0.7692740239
Precision 0.7481474359 0.7479092224 0.7480906248 0.7416786811 0.7484536613
F-Score 0.7599312415 0.7620756682 0.7600460886 0.761654629 0.7587210346
152397
True positives 151433 152399 151488 153729 150841
False positives 4567 4602 4585 5802 4526
False negatives 57714 56748 57659 55418 58306
Sensitivity 0.7240505482 0.7286693091 0.7243135211 0.7350284728 0.7212200032
Precision 0.970724359 0.9706880848 0.9706227214 0.9636308931 0.9708689748
F-Score 0.8294358163 0.8324448037 0.8295712173 0.8339472385 0.8276280198
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CHROMOSOME 8
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 3566420984 3566420984 3566420984 3566420984 3566420984
BAM 748753557 502027774 742522181 369535188 464764741
CRAM 412506313 217672843 403669605 135739002 192754279
Compression 8.645736736 16.38431756 8.835000059 26.27410642 18.50242185
True positives 112134 111930 112095 111716 111967
False positives 31764 31241 31752 31552 31681
False negatives 35654 35858 35693 36072 35821
Sensitivity 0.7587490189 0.7573686632 0.7584851273 0.7559206431 0.7576190218
Precision 0.7792603094 0.7817924021 0.7792654696 0.7797693833 0.779453943
F-Score 0.7688678922 0.7693867521 0.7687348912 0.7676598318 0.7683813942
True positives 141314 140965 141263 140746 141095
False positives 2588 2210 2588 2526 2553
False negatives 55692 56041 55743 56260 55907
Sensitivity 0.7173081023 0.7155365826 0.7170492269 0.7144249414 0.7162110029
Precision 0.9820155384 0.9845643443 0.9820091623 0.9823691998 0.9822273892
F-Score 0.8290447863 0.828764687 0.8288695846 0.8272412557 0.8283869074
True positives 115258 115674 115306 117195 114840
False positives 33879 34080 112095 35671 33689
False negatives 32530 32114 32482 30593 32948
Sensitivity 0.7798874063 0.7827022492 0.7802121958 0.7929940185 0.7770590305
Precision 0.7728330327 0.7724267799 0.5070602152 0.7666518389 0.7731823415
F-Score 0.7763441947 0.7775305671 0.6146555469 0.779600471 0.7751158388
True positives 145644 146219 145687 148256 145072
False positives 3493 3535 3492 4612 3457
False negatives 51362 50787 51319 48750 51934
Sensitivity 0.7392871283 0.7422058211 0.7395053958 0.7525456077 0.7363836634
Precision 0.9765785821 0.9763946205 0.9765918796 0.9698301803 0.976725084
F-Score 0.8415250345 0.8433440997 0.8416713607 0.8474822365 0.8396949658
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CHROMOSOME 9
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 2962665999 2962665999 2962665999 2962665999 2962665999
BAM 629611414 426263380 623846100 316103437 394906024
CRAM 346462373 186505869 339052891 118398006 165676433
Compression 8.551191211 15.88510868 8.738064407 25.0229383 17.88224158
True positives 88171 88001 88175 87847 87984
False positives 26743 26355 26750 26676 26663
False negatives 29255 29425 29251 29579 27022
Sensitivity 0.7508643742 0.7494166539 0.7508984382 0.7481051897 0.7650383458
Precision 0.7672781384 0.7695354857 0.767239504 0.7670686238 0.7674339494
F-Score 0.7589825256 0.7593428308 0.7589810244 0.7574682366 0.7662342752
True positives 110879 110573 110888 110459 110650
False positives 4040 3788 4042 4069 3997
False negatives 54829 55135 54820 55249 55053
Sensitivity 0.6691227943 0.6672761725 0.6691771067 0.6665882154 0.6677609941
Precision 0.9648448037 0.9668768199 0.9648307666 0.9644715703 0.9651364624
F-Score 0.7902233213 0.7896125598 0.790256487 0.7883284089 0.7893704298
True positives 90941 91266 90944 92780 90404
False positives 28450 28635 28434 30282 28099
False negatives 26485 26160 26482 24646 29442
Sensitivity 0.7744536985 0.777221399 0.7744792465 0.7901146254 0.7543347296
Precision 0.7617073314 0.7611779718 0.7618154099 0.7539289139 0.7628836401
F-Score 0.7680276332 0.7691160298 0.7680951335 0.7715977512 0.7585851
True positives 114789 115251 114807 117325 114047
False positives 4605 4653 4574 5740 4456
False negatives 50919 50457 50901 48383 51658
Sensitivity 0.6927185169 0.6955065537 0.6928271417 0.7080225457 0.6882532211
Precision 0.9614302226 0.9611939552 0.9616856954 0.9533579816 0.9623975764
F-Score 0.8052486479 0.8070459224 0.8054116434 0.812575968 0.8025600968
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CHROMOSOME 10
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 3168997057 3168997057 3168997057 3168997057 3168997057
BAM 671557510 454306096 665767852 337195949 420551471
CRAM 368271123 197133249 360675979 124664704 174489951
Compression 8.605065288 16.07540622 8.78627145 25.42016269 18.16148746
True positives 99115 98919 99100 98710 98944
False positives 32547 32022 32541 32290 32437
False negatives 33226 33422 33241 33631 33397
Sensitivity 0.7489364596 0.7474554371 0.748823116 0.7458761835 0.747644343
Precision 0.7527988334 0.7554471098 0.7528049772 0.7535114504 0.7531073747
F-Score 0.7508626796 0.7514300256 0.7508087673 0.7496743766 0.7503659156
True positives 129086 128729 129066 128505 128835
False positives 2581 2216 2580 2499 2546
False negatives 56052 56409 56072 56633 56298
Sensitivity 0.6972420573 0.6953137659 0.6971340298 0.6941038577 0.6959051061
Precision 0.980397518 0.9830768643 0.9804019871 0.9809242466 0.9806212466
F-Score 0.8149240069 0.8145265642 0.8148517602 0.8129574685 0.8140872126
True positives 102275 102893 102323 103369 101849
False positives 35080 35380 35051 36419 34838
False negatives 30066 29448 30018 28972 30492
Sensitivity 0.7728141695 0.7774839241 0.7731768688 0.7810806931 0.7695952124
Precision 0.7446033999 0.7441293673 0.744849826 0.7394697685 0.7451257252
F-Score 0.7584465472 0.760441071 0.7587490499 0.7597058748 0.7571628232
True positives 133716 134563 133750 135353 133101
False positives 3640 3711 3625 4436 3586
False negatives 51422 50575 51388 49785 52036
Sensitivity 0.7222504294 0.7268253951 0.7224340762 0.7310924824 0.7189324662
Precision 0.9734995195 0.9731619827 0.9736123749 0.9682664587 0.9737648789
F-Score 0.8292619398 0.8321459933 0.8294239302 0.833128672 0.8271664015
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CHROMOSOME 11
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560 3323718560
BAM 705296161 477193614 663864702 351036712 420715141
CRAM 399026425 214238552 357220844 135091577 174185183
Compression 8.329570053 15.51410112 9.304380234 24.60344778 19.08152291
True positives 101882 101751 101795 101485 101723
False positives 33553 33097 34186 33386 33448
False negatives 31745 31876 31832 32142 31904
Sensitivity 0.7624357353 0.7614553945 0.7617846693 0.7594647788 0.761245856
Precision 0.7522575405 0.7545606906 0.7485972305 0.7524597578 0.7525504731
F-Score 0.757312441 0.7579923643 0.7551333788 0.7559460406 0.756873191
True positives 133495 133247 133461 132967 133276
False positives 1943 1604 2523 1907 1895
False negatives 53551 53799 53585 54079 53767
Sensitivity 0.7137014424 0.7123755654 0.713519669 0.7108786074 0.7125420358
Precision 0.9856539524 0.9881053904 0.9814463466 0.9858608776 0.9859807207
F-Score 0.8279170439 0.8278859387 0.8263071541 0.8260872266 0.827251454
True positives 105107 105446 104455 106675 104643
False positives 35773 35988 35923 37536 35556
False negatives 28520 28181 29172 26952 28984
Sensitivity 0.7865700794 0.7891069919 0.781690826 0.7983042349 0.7830977273
Precision 0.7460746735 0.7455491607 0.744098078 0.7397147236 0.7463890613
F-Score 0.7657873934 0.7667099298 0.7624313425 0.7678935207 0.7643028785
True positives 138198 138685 137291 140493 137545
False positives 2682 2749 3087 3718 2654
False negatives 48848 48361 49755 46553 49501
Sensitivity 0.73884499 0.7414486276 0.7339959154 0.7511146991 0.7353538702
Precision 0.9809625213 0.9805633723 0.9780093747 0.9742183329 0.9810697651
F-Score 0.8428608893 0.84440453 0.83861293 0.8482416975 0.8406239973
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CHROMOSOME 12
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 3189223619 3189223619 3189223619 3189223619 3189223619
BAM 673459159 453567164 667479162 335357141 419928886
CRAM 369188653 196203259 361432544 123148425 173704914
Compression 8.63846598 16.25469238 8.823841881 25.89739673 18.36000805
True positives 99876 99684 99861 99474 99729
False positives 25697 25174 25702 25528 25615
False negatives 32426 32618 32441 32828 32573
Sensitivity 0.7549092228 0.7534579976 0.7547958459 0.75187072 0.7537981285
Precision 0.7953620603 0.7983789585 0.795305942 0.7957792675 0.7956423921
F-Score 0.7746078526 0.7752683154 0.774521552 0.7732021267 0.7741552363
True positives 123590 123184 123581 123071 123381
False positives 1990 1679 1989 1938 1963
False negatives 52230 52636 52239 52749 52432
Sensitivity 0.7029348197 0.7006256399 0.702883631 0.6999829371 0.701774044
Precision 0.9841535276 0.9865532624 0.9841602294 0.9844971162 0.9843390988
F-Score 0.8201061712 0.8193612542 0.8200736587 0.8182123399 0.8193799248
True positives 102945 103449 102885 104226 102510
False positives 27669 27855 27684 29142 27481
False negatives 29357 28853 29417 28076 29792
Sensitivity 0.7781061511 0.7819156173 0.7776526432 0.7877885444 0.7748182189
Precision 0.7881620653 0.7878587096 0.7879741746 0.7814918121 0.7885930564
F-Score 0.7831018272 0.7848759133 0.7827793861 0.7846275455 0.7816449543
True positives 127739 128425 127681 129517 127157
False positives 2877 2881 2890 3853 2834
False negatives 48081 47395 48139 46303 48661
Sensitivity 0.7265328177 0.7304345353 0.7262029348 0.7366454328 0.723230841
Precision 0.977973602 0.9780588854 0.9778664481 0.9711104446 0.9781984907
F-Score 0.8337075278 0.8363017133 0.8334513742 0.8377825932 0.8316105805
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CHROMOSOME 13
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 2365133667 2365133667 2365133667 2365133667 2365133667
BAM 496734164 330881629 492783714 243313768 306550817
CRAM 271687684 141851585 266176807 87985054 125568497
Compression 8.705340015 16.67329743 8.885573817 26.88108445 18.83540636
True positives 87377 87215 87364 87035 87251
False positives 19220 18903 19227 19071 19171
False negatives 24562 24724 24575 24904 24688
Sensitivity 0.7805769214 0.7791297046 0.7804607867 0.7775216859 0.7794513083
Precision 0.8196947381 0.8218681091 0.8196189172 0.820264641 0.8198586758
F-Score 0.7996577223 0.7999284591 0.799560701 0.7983214474 0.7991445359
True positives 105429 105164 105422 104982 105270
False positives 1172 958 1173 1128 1152
False negatives 36878 37143 36885 37325 37033
Sensitivity 0.7408560366 0.7389938654 0.7408068472 0.7377149402 0.7397595272
Precision 0.9890057317 0.9909726541 0.9889957315 0.9893695222 0.9891751705
F-Score 0.8471322738 0.846632237 0.8470964476 0.8452078561 0.8464770329
True positives 89483 89779 89532 91297 89156
False positives 20433 20562 20458 21864 20349
False negatives 22456 22160 22407 20642 22783
Sensitivity 0.7993907396 0.8020350369 0.799828478 0.8155959942 0.7964695057
Precision 0.8141034972 0.813650411 0.8140012728 0.8067885579 0.8141728688
F-Score 0.8066800388 0.8078009717 0.8068526421 0.8111683696 0.8052238941
True positives 108277 108666 108342 110658 107868
False positives 1639 1675 1648 2503 1637
False negatives 34030 33641 33965 31649 34439
Sensitivity 0.7608691069 0.7636026337 0.7613258659 0.7776005397 0.7579950389
Precision 0.9850886131 0.9848197859 0.9850168197 0.9778810721 0.9850509109
F-Score 0.8585814934 0.8602165859 0.8588449328 0.8663159378 0.8567343891
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CHROMOSOME 14
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 2171763375 2171763375 2171763375 2171763375 2171763375
BAM 458360455 308612285 454302062 228343254 285714222
CRAM 251564565 133786262 246273919 84210571 118480598
Compression 8.63302578 16.2330821 8.818487089 25.78967639 18.33011828
True positives 67225 67077 67199 66929 67109
False positives 17838 17502 17843 17672 17781
False negatives 21670 21818 21696 21966 21786
Sensitivity 0.7562292592 0.7545643737 0.7559367793 0.7528994882 0.754924349
Precision 0.7902966037 0.7930692016 0.7901860257 0.7911135802 0.7905406997
F-Score 0.7728877085 0.7733377913 0.772682063 0.7715336377 0.7723221222
True positives 82929 82677 82907 82529 82779
False positives 2138 1906 2139 2076 2111
False negatives 35080 35332 35102 35480 35226
Sensitivity 0.7027345372 0.7005991068 0.7025481107 0.6993449652 0.7014872251
Precision 0.9748668696 0.977465921 0.9748489053 0.9754624431 0.9751325244
F-Score 0.8167287124 0.8161921497 0.8165964886 0.8146426209 0.8159787082
True positives 69186 69510 69229 70290 68895
False positives 18814 18950 18830 19984 18737
False negatives 19709 19385 19666 18605 20000
Sensitivity 0.7782889926 0.7819337421 0.7787727094 0.7907081388 0.7750154677
Precision 0.7862045455 0.7857788831 0.7861660932 0.7786295057 0.7861854117
F-Score 0.7822267447 0.7838515971 0.7824519367 0.7846223398 0.7805604808
True positives 85432 85840 85480 86940 85058
False positives 2569 2621 2580 3335 2574
False negatives 32577 32169 32529 31069 32950
Sensitivity 0.7239447839 0.7274021473 0.7243515325 0.7367234702 0.7207816419
Precision 0.9708071499 0.970371124 0.9707017942 0.9630573248 0.9706271682
F-Score 0.8293966312 0.8315009444 0.8296250285 0.8348216858 0.8272515075
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CHROMOSOME 15
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1983354324 1983354324 1983354324 1983354324 1983354324
BAM 421751453 286384538 418139350 212666430 265074790
CRAM 231643029 124937182 226924544 79266838 110665451
Compression 8.562115305 15.87481238 8.74014899 25.0212368 17.92207329
True positives 60036 59971 60022 59851 59977
False positives 17111 16755 17115 17004 17074
False negatives 19243 19308 19257 19428 19302
Sensitivity 0.7572749404 0.7564550511 0.7570983489 0.7549414095 0.7565307332
Precision 0.7782026521 0.7816255246 0.7781220426 0.7787521957 0.77840651
F-Score 0.7675961797 0.7688343322 0.7674662439 0.7666619698 0.7673127359
True positives 75080 74893 75068 74819 74990
False positives 2068 1834 2070 2037 2061
False negatives 33437 33624 33449 33698 33526
Sensitivity 0.6918731627 0.6901499304 0.691762581 0.6894680096 0.6910501677
Precision 0.9731943796 0.9760970714 0.9731649771 0.9734958884 0.9732514828
F-Score 0.8087684809 0.8085875926 0.8086827718 0.8072265109 0.8082256005
True positives 61957 62276 61983 62810 61676
False positives 18187 18339 18200 19133 18045
False negatives 17322 17003 17296 16469 17603
Sensitivity 0.7815058212 0.7855295854 0.7818337769 0.7922652909 0.7779613769
Precision 0.7730709722 0.7725113192 0.7730192185 0.7665084266 0.7736480977
F-Score 0.7772655138 0.778966065 0.7774015126 0.7791740581 0.7757987421
True positives 77808 78236 77835 79027 77423
False positives 2336 2379 2348 2916 2298
False negatives 30709 30281 30682 29490 31094
Sensitivity 0.7170120811 0.7209561636 0.71726089 0.728245344 0.7134642498
Precision 0.9708524656 0.970489363 0.9707169849 0.964414288 0.971174471
F-Score 0.8248445625 0.8273163716 0.8249602544 0.8298540376 0.82260755
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CHROMOSOME 16
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 2094381303 2094381303 2094381303 2094381303 2094381303
BAM 435143773 301677383 433305866 224640092 278905563
CRAM 248056436 137018943 242092151 88015032 121649900
Compression 8.443164535 15.28534126 8.65117392 23.79572279 17.21646547
True positives 57078 56931 57074 56830 56946
False positives 22678 22245 22670 22566 22580
False negatives 22214 22361 22218 22462 22346
Sensitivity 0.7198456339 0.7179917268 0.7197951874 0.7167179539 0.718180901
Precision 0.7156577562 0.7190436496 0.7157152889 0.7157791324 0.7160677011
F-Score 0.7177455862 0.7185173032 0.7177494404 0.7162482355 0.7171227443
True positives 75195 74861 75186 74839 74997
False positives 4561 4315 4558 4557 4529
False negatives 38108 38442 38117 38464 38306
Sensitivity 0.6636629215 0.6607150737 0.6635834885 0.6605209041 0.661915395
Precision 0.9428130799 0.945501162 0.9428420947 0.9426041614 0.9430500717
F-Score 0.7789846627 0.777861481 0.7789398437 0.7767450791 0.7778601766
True positives 59394 59603 59399 59843 59159
False positives 23772 23912 23772 24580 23608
False negatives 19898 19689 19893 19449 20133
Sensitivity 0.749054129 0.7516899561 0.7491171871 0.7547167432 0.7460904
Precision 0.7141620374 0.7136801772 0.7141792211 0.7088471151 0.7147655467
F-Score 0.7311920619 0.7321921048 0.7312311111 0.731063128 0.7300921269
True positives 78526 78817 78534 79309 78185
False positives 4640 4698 4637 5114 4582
False negatives 34777 34486 34769 33994 35118
Sensitivity 0.6930619666 0.6956303011 0.6931325737 0.6999726397 0.6900523375
Precision 0.9442079696 0.9437466323 0.9442473939 0.9394240906 0.9446397719
F-Score 0.7993729291 0.8009125182 0.7994340218 0.8022111407 0.7975212934
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CHROMOSOME 17
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1826109217 1826109217 1826109217 1826109217 1826109217
BAM 392382465 271963361 389153211 205001979 251420614
CRAM 216217077 120228288 211969538 78423813 106419989
Compression 8.445721505 15.18868186 8.614960594 23.28513684 17.15945692
True positives 48124 47995 48103 47901 48037
False positives 16570 16213 16567 16465 16504
False negatives 19623 19752 19644 19846 19710
Sensitivity 0.7103487977 0.7084446544 0.7100388209 0.7070571391 0.709064608
Precision 0.7438711472 0.7474925243 0.7438224834 0.744197247 0.7442865775
F-Score 0.7267235977 0.7274449623 0.7265381333 0.7251519533 0.7262487905
True positives 62687 62439 62657 62358 62544
False positives 2010 1772 2016 2011 1997
False negatives 33067 33315 33097 33396 33207
Sensitivity 0.654667168 0.6520771978 0.6543538651 0.6512312802 0.6531942225
Precision 0.9689320989 0.9724034823 0.9688277952 0.9687582532 0.969058428
F-Score 0.7813849711 0.780658269 0.781127865 0.7788762389 0.7803758141
True positives 50755 51045 50783 51214 50630
False positives 18562 18745 18584 19328 18494
False negatives 16992 16702 16964 16533 17117
Sensitivity 0.7491844657 0.7534650981 0.7495977682 0.7559596735 0.7473393656
Precision 0.7322157624 0.7314085112 0.7320916286 0.7260072014 0.7324518257
F-Score 0.74060293 0.7422729884 0.740741281 0.7406807483 0.7398207071
True positives 66502 66936 66544 67209 66305
False positives 2815 2854 2823 3333 2819
False negatives 29252 28818 29210 28545 29449
Sensitivity 0.6945088456 0.6990412933 0.6949474696 0.7018923491 0.6924514903
Precision 0.9593894716 0.9591058891 0.9593034152 0.9527515523 0.9592182165
F-Score 0.8057381369 0.8086792635 0.8060028706 0.8083056718 0.8042916581
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CHROMOSOME 18
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1835915113 1835915113 1835915113 1835915113 1835915113
BAM 387109096 259117101 383709427 191219968 239927520
CRAM 212041234 111593346 207605481 69725785 98757243
Compression 8.65829291 16.45183319 8.843288261 26.33050475 18.59018192
True positives 64288 64160 64272 64032 64153
False positives 14896 14613 14878 14793 14835
False negatives 19719 19847 19735 19975 19854
Sensitivity 0.7652695609 0.7637458783 0.7650791006 0.7622221958 0.7636625519
Precision 0.8118811881 0.8144922753 0.8120277953 0.8123311132 0.8121866613
F-Score 0.7878865869 0.7883032314 0.7878546431 0.7864793161 0.7871775208
True positives 78227 78008 78197 77888 78053
False positives 959 767 955 939 935
False negatives 30480 30699 30510 30819 30652
Sensitivity 0.7196132724 0.7175986827 0.7193373012 0.7164947979 0.7180258498
Precision 0.9878892734 0.9902634084 0.9879346068 0.9880878379 0.9881627589
F-Score 0.8326760443 0.8321652212 0.8325073592 0.8306547079 0.8317092273
True positives 65991 66225 66033 67216 65736
False positives 1513 16137 16089 17088 15967
False negatives 18016 17782 17974 16791 18271
Sensitivity 0.7855416811 0.7883271632 0.7860416394 0.8001237992 0.7825062197
Precision 0.9775865134 0.8040722663 0.8040841675 0.7973049915 0.8045726595
F-Score 0.8711050683 0.7961218737 0.7949605427 0.7987119083 0.7933860358
True positives 80549 80843 80602 82152 80218
False positives 16070 1520 1521 2153 1485
False negatives 28158 27864 28105 26555 28489
Sensitivity 0.7409734424 0.74367796 0.7414609915 0.7557195029 0.7379285603
Precision 0.8336766061 0.9815451113 0.981479001 0.9744617757 0.9818244128
F-Score 0.7845962031 0.8462134296 0.8447518734 0.8512631339 0.8425817972
CHROMOSOME 19
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1253005372 1253005372 1253005372 1253005372 1253005372
BAM 272741119 192775421 270558389 147464534 178109148
CRAM 150373015 86041747 147619948 57586392 76256531
Compression 8.332647796 14.5627607 8.488049135 21.75870598 16.43144994
True positives 31795 31686 31769 31679 31722
False positives 20362 20031 20342 20332 20290
False negatives 17373 17482 17399 17489 17446
Sensitivity 0.6466604295 0.6444435405 0.6461316303 0.6443011715 0.645175724
Precision 0.6096017792 0.6126805499 0.6096409587 0.609082694 0.6098977159
F-Score 0.6275845053 0.6281607771 0.6273561153 0.6261971358 0.6270409172
True positives 50553 50274 50509 50361 50412
False positives 1606 1445 1604 1652 1600
False negatives 34822 35101 34866 35014 34961
Sensitivity 0.5921288433 0.5888609078 0.59161347 0.5898799414 0.5904911389
Precision 0.9692095324 0.972060558 0.9692207319 0.9682387096 0.9692378682
F-Score 0.7351345849 0.7334237822 0.7347404864 0.7331207966 0.7338792445
True positives 34317 34498 34323 34682 34121
False positives 22550 22705 22562 23333 22393
False negatives 14851 14670 14845 14486 15047
Sensitivity 0.6979539538 0.7016352099 0.6980759844 0.7053774813 0.6939676212
Precision 0.6034607066 0.603080258 0.6033752307 0.597810911 0.6037618997
F-Score 0.6472768426 0.6486354364 0.6472801335 0.647154866 0.6457296418
True positives 54453 54761 54467 55117 54137
False positives 2415 2443 2419 2899 2377
False negatives 30922 30614 30908 30258 31237
Sensitivity 0.6378096633 0.6414172767 0.6379736457 0.6455871157 0.634115773
Precision 0.9575332349 0.9572931963 0.9574763562 0.9500310259 0.9579396256
F-Score 0.7656334582 0.7681495872 0.7657334055 0.7687651247 0.7630948354
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CHROMOSOME 20
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215 1409441215
BAM 300302069 205177256 297843978 153751094 189692794
CRAM 164791886 89437663 161609469 57501251 79082759
Compression 8.552855661 15.75892267 8.721278671 24.51148785 17.82235765
True positives 45818 45664 45796 45617 45715
False positives 8312 8140 8607 8268 8285
False negatives 17230 17384 17252 17431 17333
Sensitivity 0.7267161528 0.7242735693 0.7263672123 0.7235281056 0.7250824768
Precision 0.8464437465 0.8487101331 0.841791813 0.846562123 0.8465740741
F-Score 0.7820239294 0.781569849 0.7798315893 0.780224573 0.7811325268
True positives 53076 52873 53074 52833 52962
False positives 1056 933 1331 1054 1038
False negatives 26290 26493 26292 26533 26402
Sensitivity 0.6687498425 0.6661920722 0.6687246428 0.665688078 0.6673302757
Precision 0.9804921303 0.9826599264 0.9755353368 0.9804405515 0.9807777778
F-Score 0.7951579799 0.7940558075 0.7935053188 0.7929727661 0.7942473231
True positives 47503 47819 47222 47931 47295
False positives 9409 9482 9493 9895 9305
False negatives 15545 15229 15826 15117 15753
Sensitivity 0.7534418221 0.7584538764 0.7489849004 0.7602303007 0.7501427484
Precision 0.8346745853 0.8345229577 0.8326192365 0.8288832013 0.8356007067
F-Score 0.7919806602 0.7946721618 0.7885908002 0.7930737793 0.7905690024
True positives 55264 55639 54903 55855 54997
False positives 1649 1664 1813 1973 1603
False negatives 24102 23727 24463 23511 24368
Sensitivity 0.6963183227 0.7010432679 0.6917697755 0.7037648363 0.692962893
Precision 0.9710259519 0.9709613807 0.9680337118 0.9658815799 0.9716784452
F-Score 0.8110420534 0.8142153671 0.8069105392 0.8142484365 0.8089876071
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CHROMOSOME 21
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 895609370 895609370 895609370 895609370 895609370
BAM 189659020 128222195 188137866 95303991 118733993
CRAM 104544430 56089302 102395173 35722367 49773997
Compression 8.566782276 15.96756134 8.746597557 25.07138931 17.99351919
True positives 29618 29566 29635 29491 29556
False positives 13369 13303 13383 13440 13306
False negatives 10204 10256 10187 10331 10266
Sensitivity 0.7437597308 0.7424539199 0.7441866305 0.7405705389 0.7422028025
Precision 0.6889989997 0.6896825212 0.6888976707 0.6869395076 0.6895618497
F-Score 0.7153328744 0.7150959597 0.7154756156 0.7127475741 0.7149146147
True positives 37806 37735 37823 37657 37718
False positives 5184 5137 5198 5277 5144
False negatives 18755 18826 18738 18904 18840
Sensitivity 0.668411096 0.6671558141 0.6687116564 0.665776772 0.6668906256
Precision 0.8794138172 0.8801782049 0.8791752865 0.8770904179 0.8799869348
F-Score 0.759530291 0.7590035501 0.7596352755 0.7569626614 0.7587608127
True positives 30448 30567 30464 30681 30297
False positives 13810 13927 13809 14300 13657
False negatives 9374 9255 9358 9141 9525
Sensitivity 0.764602481 0.767590779 0.765004269 0.7704535182 0.7608106072
Precision 0.6879660174 0.6869915045 0.6880943239 0.6820879927 0.6892888019
F-Score 0.724262607 0.7250581147 0.7245139426 0.7235828921 0.7232859053
True positives 39104 39263 39114 39476 38886
False positives 5154 5231 5159 5505 5068
False negatives 17457 17298 17447 17085 17675
Sensitivity 0.6913597709 0.6941708951 0.6915365711 0.6979367409 0.687505525
Precision 0.8835464775 0.8824335866 0.8834729971 0.877614993 0.8846976384
F-Score 0.7757267975 0.7770619959 0.7758097467 0.77753048 0.7737352634
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CHROMOSOME 22
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 790790801 790790801 790790801 790790801 790790801
BAM 171202099 120180923 169776659 91960953 111075593
CRAM 94461457 53601311 92689013 35946465 47538423
Compression 8.371571074 14.75319887 8.531656292 21.99912567 16.63477144
True positives 17010 16963 17022 16960 16975
False positives 12958 12793 12951 12863 12921
False negatives 8983 9030 8971 9033 9018
Sensitivity 0.6544069557 0.6525987766 0.6548686185 0.6524833609 0.6530604393
Precision 0.5676054458 0.5700699019 0.56791112 0.5686885961 0.5678017126
F-Score 0.6079233752 0.6085490323 0.6082978952 0.6077110506 0.6074540607
True positives 28827 28731 28831 28702 28760
False positives 1142 1027 1143 1123 1136
False negatives 21256 21352 21252 21381 21322
Sensitivity 0.5755845297 0.5736677116 0.5756643971 0.5730886728 0.5742582165
Precision 0.9618939571 0.9654882721 0.9618669514 0.9623470243 0.9620016056
F-Score 0.7202068655 0.7197054145 0.7202618135 0.7183761326 0.7191977794
True positives 18167 18289 18190 18351 18095
False positives 14373 14480 14398 14749 14251
False negatives 7826 7704 7803 7642 7898
Sensitivity 0.6989189397 0.7036125111 0.6998037933 0.7059977686 0.6961489632
Precision 0.55829748 0.5581189539 0.5581809255 0.5544108761 0.559420021
F-Score 0.6207438539 0.6224771111 0.6210204674 0.6210887922 0.6203397384
True positives 30974 31197 31014 31332 30810
False positives 1566 1573 1574 1769 1536
False negatives 19109 18886 19069 18751 19273
Sensitivity 0.6184533674 0.6229059761 0.6192520416 0.6256015015 0.6151788032
Precision 0.9518746159 0.9519987794 0.9517000123 0.9465575058 0.9525134483
F-Score 0.749767014 0.7530686879 0.7502993795 0.7533179458 0.7475524391
Appendix C
Results of 50x fold coverage experiment
The next tables summarize the results for the 50x fold coverage experiment for chromosome
11 and chromosome 20. The first block in the table presents the file size for each lossy tech-
nique as well as the compression ratio.
The second block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and GATK caller.
The third block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and GATK caller.
The fourth block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with GIAB-NIST
ground truth and Samtools’ caller.
The last block in the table corresponds to the results of SNP calling with Illumina ground
truth and Samtools’ caller.
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CHROMOSOME 20
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245 19978222245
BAM 4763279583 3951732501 4703215963 3529714410 3881179898
CRAM 2982788014 2370470617 2913269311 2116033897 2321367241
Compression 6.697835096 8.427956078 6.857664058 9.441352652 8.606230799
True positives 62964 62898 62965 62961 62964
False positives 16089 15311 16087 16379 16083
False negatives 84 150 83 87 84
Sensitivity 0.9986676818 0.9976208603 0.9986835427 0.998620099 0.9986676818
Precision 0.796478312 0.8042296922 0.7965010373 0.7935593648 0.7965387681
F-Score 0.8861865856 0.8905470171 0.8862068966 0.8843582324 0.8862240051
True positives 75783 75496 75792 75767 75775
False positives 3270 2713 3260 3573 3272
False negatives 3573 3860 3564 3589 3581
Sensitivity 0.9549750491 0.9513584354 0.9550884621 0.9547734261 0.9548742376
Precision 0.9586353459 0.9653108977 0.9587613217 0.9549659692 0.9586069048
F-Score 0.9568016969 0.9582838828 0.9569213676 0.954869688 0.9567369305
True positives 62903 62921 62905 62917 62906
False positives 17358 17421 17429 18581 17458
False negatives 145 127 143 131 142
Sensitivity 0.997700165 0.9979856617 0.9977318868 0.997922218 0.9977477477
Precision 0.783730579 0.7831644719 0.7830432942 0.772006675 0.7827634264
F-Score 0.877865312 0.8776204756 0.8774462624 0.8705464005 0.8772766575
True positives 76005 76077 76038 76363 76021
False positives 4256 4265 4296 5135 4343
False negatives 3357 3285 3323 2995 3341
Sensitivity 0.9577001588 0.958607394 0.9581280478 0.9622596336 0.9579017666
Precision 0.9469730006 0.9469144408 0.9465232654 0.9369923188 0.9459583893
F-Score 0.9523063719 0.9527250413 0.9522903034 0.9494579002 0.9518926161
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CHROMOSOME 11
Raw Illumina Qvz Leon dynamic bin
SAM 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610 44741080610
BAM 10668938373 8830246318 10531487823 7883319664 8680171268
CRAM 6684954326 5297101246 6527041230 4726468838 5191134746
Compression 6.692802737 8.446332915 6.854726213 9.466069098 8.618747692
True positives 133497 133395 133493 133468 133492
False positives 55639 54295 55660 56328 55653
False negatives 130 232 134 159 135
Sensitivity 0.9990271427 0.9982638239 0.9989972086 0.9988101207 0.9989897251
Precision 0.7058254378 0.7107198039 0.7057408553 0.7032181922 0.7057654181
F-Score 0.8272137761 0.8303015402 0.8271454241 0.825346373 0.8271597288
True positives 182884 182414 182886 182853 182874
False positives 6252 5276 6267 6943 6271
False negatives 4151 4621 4149 4182 4161
Sensitivity 0.9778062929 0.9752933943 0.9778169861 0.9776405486 0.977752827
Precision 0.9669444209 0.9718898183 0.9668680909 0.9634186179 0.9668455418
F-Score 0.9723450239 0.9735886317 0.9723117165 0.9704774819 0.9722685948
True positives 133405 133431 133398 133401 133399
False positives 57434 57568 57325 59603 57619
False negatives 222 196 229 226 228
Sensitivity 0.9983386591 0.9985332306 0.9982862745 0.998308725 0.998293758
Precision 0.6990447445 0.6985952806 0.6994332094 0.6911825662 0.6983582699
F-Score 0.8223049565 0.8220598473 0.822555881 0.8168300008 0.8218145975
True positives 183021 183140 182952 183588 182998
False positives 7818 7859 7771 9416 8020
False negatives 4020 3902 4092 3452 4044
Sensitivity 0.9785073861 0.9791383753 0.9781227946 0.9815440547 0.9783791876
Precision 0.9590335309 0.9588531877 0.9592550453 0.9512134464 0.958014428
F-Score 0.9686725945 0.9688896178 0.9685970453 0.9661407626 0.9680897212
